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"My Boom is in the Hands of My Friends' -- Fairbanks
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Did Killing.
BIG

PRODUCED

BOMB IS

$100 before he returned to
Idaho, June 6. Harry Or-- j "gave me
City with the bomb.
Canon
name
true
says
his
that
chard, who
On the way to Canon City, a comi
Is Albert Horsley, and who admits panion heard a clock ticking in the
with the bomb and wanted to
the assassination of former Governor grip
was.
It
what
know
Frank Hteunenberg, at Caldwell, on
"I told him Jokingly." said Orthe night of December 30, 1905, con- chard, "that it wan a bomb I was gotinued his gruesome story as a wit- ing to put under Peabody If I get the
ness against William D. Haywood, chance."
When I reported this conversation
secretary-treasureof the Western to Pettibone he told me that I had
r
morning.
not try it on Peabody that
better
this
Miners,
Federation of
The court room is filled with people time.
"Pettibone and I then prepared a
and many are unable to gain en- bomb for Judge Gabbert.
trance.
Killed Wrong Man.
The guard over Orchard was main"We planted It In a vacant lot which
on way home. We
tained last night and today and no Gabbert crossed
the wire out of the bomb and toone Is permitted to approach the left
this we Intended fastening a pocketman outside the court room. Fears book, the Idea being that Gabbert
would pick up the purse and upset
of violence still hang over him.
s
the DID
n bottle of sulphite acid inside
Testimony.
LORD
BERESFORD KNOX ENDORSED AS
bomb.
Orchard began the day s testimony
one
out
perJudge
Gabbert
started
"As
by giving the names of several
morning I fastened the pocketbook
sons whom he met in San Francisco to
the wire and rode off down town
when he went there to assassinate
LEAVE A WIFE IN
a man
on
a bicvcle. An hour later pocket-booFred Bradley, who had been man- named
k
Walley picked up the
Sulliager of the Bunker Hill and
and was killed."
van mines in the Coeur d'Alene disPettibone said this was "hard
trict.
according to Orchard.
luck,"
Orchard returned to Denver and
Stoped.
Denver
remained In the city, wearing the
Orchard testified that he and Pettiuniform of a soldier during the
bone next tried to shoot General
greater part of the strike troubles.
" lt Work on" Gabbert.
Sherman Bell, but before they had a
Moyer arrived ltl CanadianMinister States That Republican State Convention
Orrhard said that he asked for- chance. President
PettiDenver, having been released from
money and received $125 from
he ordered opHe Saw Marriage Perbone, with the promise of more Jail at Telluride, and stopped,
Declares In Favor of Sensaying
erations In Denver
whenever he wanted it.
was
outside,
which
he had work
He also said that Haywood asked that
formed
Ago.
Years
ator For Presidency 1908.
him next "to go to work on Judge more important.
Steunenbcrg's Murder.
Gabbert," of the Colorado supreme
got
to
the
down
The witness then
court.
Steunenberg case. He said this mur- BRIDE WAS DESERTED
'Haywood said that Judge
DECLARE FOR TARIFF
by
Haywood.
suggested
was
der
Orchard continued, "had been
got
we
thought
that
after
"He
SHORTLY
Mover,
AFTERWARD
against
rendering decisions
AND PROTECTION
him." continued the witness, "after
who was urying. to get out of the
letting him go seven or eight years,
Jail on a habeas corpus writ.
V.
and then went back to Patterson.
"I went to Gabbert's house the fol- J., and wrote letters to Judge Gab
El Paso, Texas.. June 6. Was Lord
Harrlsburg. Pa.,
6. The enlowing Sunday night, with Sieve bert, Peabody, Bell and others, telling Delavel Beresford married in Canada dorsement of UnitedJune
States Senator
but
shotgun,
a
carrying
Adams, and
they would get tne same many years ago. when he first went Knox for the presidency, the nominathem
that
we did not see the judge.
thing as Steunenheig, It would have to the dominion, and did he desert tion of John O. Sheats. of PhiladelAttempt oil Pealiody.
his wife and leave her all those years phia, for state treasurer,
a good effect.
and the
try
"Haywood also wanted us to
"Mover said that It would be better In her Ontario home, is the question adoption of a platform endorsing the
saying
Peabody,
again at Governor
he that will probably agitate the attor- policy and administration of Presi
said
killing
Orchard
them."
than
that he did not care how we got rid then went to Idaho, but a recess was neys who are settling up the estate dent Roosevelt were the net results
of him. At this time is seemed that taken for noon before he told of the of Beresford anil his heirs and rela of today's republican state conven
Peabody was about to be elected to assassination of Steunenberg.
tion.
tives in Great Britain.
The platform also declares adher
another term.
Boise.
Successor
Ilavwood's
Uie
tii
Saw
MarrlafP.
I
set
ence
and
Willie
to the principle of tariff pro
Ackertnan
"Adams,
James Kirwan, acting secretary ami
The first intimation that Delavel tection recommends the administrato work and made a bomb. We put treasurer of the Western Federation
it under the sidewalk on Thirteenth of Miners during the enforced absence Beresford might hae been married tion of Governor .Stuart and demands
Canada a great many years ago the speedy prosecution of those who
ireet and Grant avenue, in Denver.
of Haywood, arrived in V. ilse from in
w hen he was a young man and when
profited by the alleged fraud in fur
"Governor Peabody walked along Denver this morning.
and equipping the new state
there every morning. Adams and I
He came In response to a telegram he first came to that country from nlshing building.
watched for hint until he came out from James H. Hawley. senior coun- England, came In a letter yesterday, capltol
in which a minister makes the state
of the house, but Just as the governor sel for the state.
walked over the spot where the bomb
Kirwan was served with a tele- ment that he knows of his own
knowledge that such a marriage took MURDERED FOR HIS
was concealed, two heavy coal wagons graphic subpoena some weeks ago.
"I was advised." he said today, place and he Is seeking the address
came out of the alley and passed over
the wire leading to the bomb, and we "that the service of such a subpoena of the attorneys for Beresford in the
ROLL OF BILLS
could not pull It. 1 got the bomb is illegal, but to show that I have Interests of the woman he declared
nothing to conceal. I ii. formed the Delavel Beresford married.
and threw It into the river.
"I then reported to Pettibone that prosecution that I would come to
His letter.
we hud failed. He said it was loo Boise whenever It desired my presTrinidad Police Believe Tliat ShowThe letter follows:
ence."
bad."
man Mho Curried 1.0 Has
Kowan,
Ontario. Canada,
"Port
ami
Daimlilers June 1, 11107. Dear Sir:
Haywood'
Wile
Oilier SI fit Marked.
Been Rilled.
have Just
continued,
Present.
"After this," Orchard
seen In the newspaper the statement
Compensation has come for the that a negress in El Paso has signed
"we tried hard to shoot Peabody,
Trinidad. Colo.. Juno 6. The Trinhanging around his house a long weeks of tedious labor spent In se- away her claims which she set up as idad police are searching for an Austime, but not getting an opportunity. curing the Jury. Events are crowd- the wife of Lord Delavel Beresford. trian, who gave the name of Andrew
"We also tried to shoot Frank ing rapidly to the front and lest in- I write to inform you that Lord Shine, who has mysteriously disapHearne, of the Colorado Fuel & Iron terest lag James Wood has ordered Beresford married an Ontario girl peared with a large roll of bills, and
company. Haywood said that Hearne that court shall convene at 9 In the when he first came to this country, it ls suspected that he was murdered for the money.
was trying to tlx the legislature forenoon.
who is still living.
May 1 tho Austrian came to TrinBoise truned out to the limit of the
against us and would be a good man
you
me
copy
your
can
a
send
of
"It
spacious courtroom today to hear the paper with the facts and the name idad and opened a moving picture
M get out of the way.
ofof the federation
show on Commercial street.
which
"He also said that Dave Moffat, arraignment
ataddress of Lord Beresford
as pronounced in Orchards and
called the live-Ceshow. He
president of the First National bank, ficials
torneys you will confer a favor on was
of
foot
Kvery
available
testimony.
building
year,
paya
leased
for
the
was another man who needed kil- space was
widow, who has not ing for the lease in cash in advance.
utilized and the aisles were his heart-broke- n
ling"
heard from her husband for many
audiIn
comers.
the
by
rilled
late
At
the time he exhibited a roll of
orchard s.ild that Adams and he ence was a large sprinkling of wo- years.
Yours sincerely,
bills amounting to $1,600 to the agent
watched Moffat's house for some time men, the bright colors of whose dress"KEV, J. M. SMITH"
from
whom ho secured the building
with a gun, but accomplished noth- es gave a pleasing effect to the scene
and the agent remarked that it was a
ing.
portent.
somber
of
consiueranie sum oi money to De car"W'e were also told." said Orchard,
Haywood occupied his usual place FREIGHT DERAILMENI
rying on his person. The Austrian
"to get after Judge Goddard. whom at the left of his counsel, and by Ills
replied that as he was constantly
Haywood said was Instrumental in side sat his invalid wife, whose faith
large amounts of money, he
carrying
bill, which has never faltered.
defeating the eight-hou- r
With here were
was
not at ail worried.
DELAYS
PASSENGERS
daughters.
been
had
declared unconstitutional.
a nurse and her two
Disappear! Suddenly.
Honib Produced in Court.
The city Is crowded with strangers,
The man was of large build and
"After the election Peabody went representatives of newspapers, minwell dressed and had with him a
Moyer, Hay
to live at Canon City.
ers and kindred classes who are in- Puxemrer Schedule lfcnioraliu'd by small Italian, who acted as an aide
wood and Pettibone all told me to terested In the case.
or agent and helper about the show.
Accident, Hut Truck Now Ls
keep after Peabody. It was arranged
The show opened and ran about
Son Attends.
tw o weeks, w hen
it was suddenly
Clear.
become a life Insurance
that I should
P. Steuner.berg. the
Julian
"
solicitor.
closed and a sign was placed on the
son of the dead governor, who is
outside,
stating
that as soon as necOrchard declared: he go t recom constantly in attendance, was one of
A heavy freight train das derailed essary
repairs were finished the show
mendations for that position from Mi". the first witnesses in this case. As about 7:30 this morning
between
reopen.
Hawkins, partner of E. F.
the stalwart, bro adshouldered young Kennedy
Lamy, on the Santa Fe, would
It has not opened, however, nor
ton, one of the attorneys now rep man, with blonde hair, walked to the blocking and
a
for
of
the
track
number
has
been seen. The little ItalShine
resenting Haywood, and J. Sullivan, witness chair, which is almost In the hours, all passenger trains being depresident of the Colorado State Fed- center of the big room, all eyes were layed. No one was severely Injured, ian wasgiveseen two days ago, but
no information
as to
would
eration of Labor.
turned upon him.
but the freight crew was considerably
his partner was nor why the
Orchard said that he decided to
He made hnn replies to all the ahaken up. A wrecking crew sent where
running.
did
was
show
Shine
not
place the bomb bwieath Peabody's questions put to him and looked from from here at s o'clock, aided by a not appear to collect the money paid
rebedroom window at the governor's time to time at Haywood, who was
Vegas,
wrecker
from Las
cleared the for the lease and all of his bills in
turned the gaze intently. There
home in Canon City.
by 2 o'clock, at which hour tow n were paid.
The slate here created a sensation no hint of feeling, however, in the track
began
move.
to
The suspicions of the authorities
trains
by producing in evidence the lead look of either.
The freight train was running at a were aroused and a search has begun
Steunenberg told of meeting Orcasing of a bomb the size of a
for
him. Several people believe that
rapid
ocrate when the accident
some days prior to
can.
orchard iald that he chard in Caldwell
Orchard, curred and a number of the cars were the man must have been murdered
assassination.
loaded the casing in the basement of his father'sknew
The rails or done away with for the money he
us Hogan. asked thrown from the track.
whom he
Pettlbone's store in Denver. Petti- many
questions. the young man said, and ties were also torn from, their had with him.
Thirty pounds
bone assisting him.
as to the habits of Governor Steunen- places, but the supply carried by the
of giant powder were used.
St. Ixiuls Wool Market.
wreckers enabled this aitticulty to be
steady.
Pettibone,"
St. Ijouia. June 6. Wool
Orchard
declared. berg.
speedily overcome.
Intentions.
and western mediums iOiir
message
announcing
The
wreck
the
"With the latitude we have secure! was received here at 8.10, as an en- L'Tc:111. flue medium lHiiglc; hue 10
'I
In presenting evidence." said Prosegine was being coupled onto passenboost:
H. Hawley, "we will show ger train No. 2. northbound,
cutor
J.
MI X It O M N
that
4
'I'lii' Territorial Fair commit- that the leaders who comprised thii train was held here until 3and
M KKS HAPIll ICIi:
M
li- - Is li.u-,work eolloctiiig
in blood and this afternoon, permitting theo'clock
traded
have
circle
inner
pasfun.ls for the big fair.
to take life sengers to view the city.
employed
hired
assassins
Thef miii are wideawake,
and destroy property as their InterNo. 10 was delayed at a station
orogrvoniw business men and
Special to The Evening Citizen.
seemingly dictated
Washington. 1. C, June 6.
d
4
lliey will do nil In liielr huit 4 ests"We
of here, and No. 3, the
north
who
men
the
will
show
that
(lenerai Allen, well known all
fiver, was held at Lamy until
to make (lie fair a gigantic sue- for
composed
have
circle
Inner
the
mpr
New Mexico, where he was
'I
t
She uirivei here about
o'clock.
at one time stationed In the sig- - 4
Tliey can not do It all alone. 4 more than eight years made a record 4 30.
All freight t rathe was also
and that their blockaded.
mil servce. today marled from
4 'Hie) must reti'ive Uie aiupport 4 of deeds of violence course
and cusWashington in one of the new
4 and
4 chosen methods and
itt every
the WANT
war balloons. After navigating 4
4 tom have left a trail of blood incounin I lie cit y, libx and hjiiuII.
IMMU.lt TIO
mining sections of this entire
the balloon safely in a number 4
Make up your mind wliut you
TIIKATY
MHII1F.I.
control."
they
try
had
have
where
of maneuvers. he at length 4
Uie
con do in juMu-- lo oui'--iFrancisco,
Sail
Call
Colirado
The
well
June
might
a
been
alighted
have
It
at Harrlsburg without
4 city anil Uie territory at large. 4
I
difficulty.
court where this scene is being en- today says that the Japanese of this
Uiey call upou you lie
Moit of the principals are city have decided to send a special
lieneral Allen's experiment
4
to l llieni. Tla time 4 acted.
with the war balloon was one of 4
4 In hIioi ! and I lie w ork U a big
Colorado men. and the testimony of envoy to Tokio to urge the Imperial
bring
to
government
steps
to
eiMiiiiilUi-the
Uie
Orchard,
tne
take
of
outside
assassination
4 tik.
Aid
fair
inot successful ,yet made. He 4
will make other y experiments 4
4 of Steunenberg. deais with events in about a modification of the immigraand ilu-- will do Uu rent.
lateir.
ltoosi for the big faJi'I
4
the industrial history of. th Centen- tion treaty made recently by J a pun
,
jr.j the United stales.
nial stale.
0M-ratlon- s

Tul-leri-

de

MESSAGE BUT
NOT DEVELOPMENTS

Troops have been sent to quell the
uprising.
The grievance of the strikers ls not
stated, but la believed to be a refusal
of higher wages.
The dynamiting and destruction of
buildings at the mines has been a
dally occurrence this week.

MISSING

two-gall-

le-rM'i-

iUHiUIUUHti

west-houn-

illll tlllMltttll

r.

it--

u-l-

e

Miuittutnii

BOY FOUND
DEAD

IN

Had Evidently Mistaken
Coal Box and Junix-to Hide.

CISTERN

liiuv for
in

Chicago, III., June 6. A kidnaping
scare, due to the mysterious disappearance of Andrew Mourler, ten
years old, son of William Mourler, of
vt llliaiiiM street, wtili.li upset the entire liutch Kills section where the
rt
boy lived, was solved when John
of Williams street, drew the
drowned body of the missing boy
from hlB cistern.
While playing hide and seek with
a number of companion? after school
hours the boy disappeared as if the
ground had swallowed him. It was
his turn to hide and after half an
hour's fruitless search and calling,
the boy's companions concluded that
be bad gone home, so they abandoned the game.
When he failed to get home that
night his anxious parents began a
search. The police were notified,
Mourler and Harold
and Ernest
Mourier, uncles of the boy, aided in
Hie search.
looked Like Coal Itox.
Soon the whole of Dutch Kills was
tilled with the reports that the boy
had been stolen by kidnapers.
The rumor created something of a
panic throughout that section, and
the hunt waa sUll on when Pekart
made the grew some find in his tis
tern.
The opening to the cistern is lo
cated In a dark hallway in the ba- ment and the cistern box stands
about two feet above the fioor. The
cover on top gives it the appearance
of a coal box.
Equipped with a grappling hook
Pekart essayed to bring up a bucket
dropped
which he had accidentally
Into the cistern a day or so ago.
While fishing around for the bucket his grappling hook caught into a
heavy object floating on the water,
and when Pekart drew it out he was
horrified to find it was the body of
the missing boy.
It is thought that In hunting for
a place to hide young Mourier mistook the cistern top for a coal box
and. lifting up the lid, Jumped in and
was drowned.
The lid. dosing on
lop of him. smothered his cries.
Pe-ka-

j

Kit-har-

Toklo, June 6 The Nlchl NIcht,
commenting on Japanese and Amer
ican trade relations, this morning
says:
friendship
"Even the traditional
between Japan and America will not
escape rupture should Incident like
those that occurred In San Francisco
be repeated.
"The Japanese there are under
treaty protection, but have not been
protected.
"President Roosevelt s enlightened
message to the last congress was re
ceived here with eminent satisfaction.
but the actual developments since are
a total failure."

(ikiinia's Appeal.
June 6 Count Okuma.
former leader of the progressives.
the opposition party of Japan, In response to a request by the World.
New York.

cabled the following opinion regarding the Incidents at San Francisco in
which the Japanese are Involved.
"A repetition
of this injustice
against the Japanese," he says, "will
seriously hurt our warm feelings to
wards America and our traditional
friendship will be weakened thereby.
"I sincerely appeal to the American
outrages
public to stop the boxer-lik- e
and unfair discrimination against my
countrymen."
MANY DUMMY NAMES
ON ARMY FAY IIOLL.
AcWashington, D. C, June

cording to mall advices received here,
M. Ft. Qulrke, formerly clerk in the
quartermaster's yards at Manila, appearing in a case against Capt. Frederick W. Cole, in charge of the yard,
and Francis P. Thornton, chielj clerk,
testified that In December, 1903, he
put thirty fictitious names on the pay,t
roll by Cole's direction, and that ti
believed Cole and Thornton ' divided
the money.
He said this went on month after
month. Captain Cole was appointed
from Florida.
'

CONVICTED

MAN

BEFORE

DIES
IS

HE

pieces.

nt

e

LIKED

E. L. Medler.
United
assistant
States district attorney, with head
quarters in Albuquerque, returned
this morning from Kl Paso, where ho
was called by the arrest there of
John Heamans, a conductor of the
Mexican Central, accused of smug
gllng Chinamen across the Mexican
border Into the United States.
was taken to the federal
'.Seaman
Jail at Las Cruces this morning,
said Mr. Medler today. "At the time
of his arrest he was with three China.
men, who accused him of smuggling
them into New Mexico.
The four
men will be arraigned before United
States Commissioner B. Y. McKees at
Las Cruces tomorrow.
The China
men will be deported, while Seaman
will probably be fined $1,000. and be
compelled to serve a year in Jail.
Denlosi tlx Charge.
"We have had Seamans spotted for
some time, but could never catch
him In the act until this week. The
arrest was made by Inspector Gon
MINERS
JAP
USING zales. I was at Elup Paso when Sea
mans was locked
and he strenu
ously denied the accusations against
him. The government will be repre.
E
sented at the hearing by Major W. H
H. Llewelyn, federal attorney.
"Even though Seamans Is convict
ed by the federal grand Jury, It will
be hard to stop the smuggling, for the
A STRIKE
sentence imposed upon
fine and
He
smugglers of aliens are small.
should be fined $25,000 and receive
a sentence of five or mora years
would put a damper on the
Situation at Besshl Copper That
gang of smugglers working along the
line.
border
Works In Japan Calls
"King He" Smuggler.
Officials at El Paso declare that Sea
For Troops.
mans Is a "king bee" smuggler; that
Is, he has been responsible for the
bringing into this country of scores,
and probably hundreds of Chinamen,
BUILDINGS BLOWN
who have no legal rights here.
It Is generally believed that his ar
TO PIECES DAILY
rest will result in the breaking up
of a large amount of the Chinese
which has been givllng th
Toklo. Japan, June 6. Reports smuggling
officers so much trouble.
from Mat8uyama state that the situation at the Besshl copper mine is
very grave.
CITY WOULD TEAR UP
A thousand striking employes are
using dynamite freely and threaten
to destroy the entire mine.
The telephone station has been deSTREET RAILWAY
stroyed and a clerk there blown to

1

V

cisco Troubles.

Probably Receive Fine of Count Okuma. Political Leader.
$1,000 and One Year's ImprisoSays Warm Feelings Toward
nment-He
America Will be Hurt by
Denies Charge.
Despite Fact That He Was
Another Outrage-Appe- als
With Three Chinamen.
lor .Better Conditions.

Boise,

,"

oklo Paper Says That Rupture Would Likely Follow
Repetition of San Fran-

Will

PROSECUTION

Witness Says It Was Made In Pettibone's Basement and
Placed Under House Occupied by Gov.
Peabody at Canon City.

Gab-be'rt-

HAVE LONG

STRAIN

A

6EENWATCHIN6 HIM
BY

FRIENDSHIP

IS

Conductor on Mexican Cen
tral In Jail at Las Cruces.
Caught With "The Goods
on Him."

Alleges That Federation Officials Conspired to Cause Many Deaths But
Admits That He and Others

OF

JAPAN'S

ARRESTED

OF AWFUL CRIMES

CASING

CHINESE

SMUGGLER

ACCOUNT

HIS BRUESO

;

i
I

1.1

vi:i fXlTY

YKAHS

AI TKU lit. I (i il K I I
Chicago, III., June 4. Forty years
after forty physicians had given him
up as a hopeless victim, of tuberculo
sis and said hi dualh waa a mutter
of only a few hours, Dr. Varvln Cha-pi- n
died yeaterday. aged Ui. Soon
after he waa pronounced beyond human aid. forty years ago, he went
to the mountains of New Mexico.
It is said Dr. Chaplu cured himself
by outdoor life.
Dr. Ctiapin came to Chicago in
1187 and taught a Presbyterian Sunday ecliool class for twenty

)tr.

TRACKS
Prescott. Ariz.. Takes Stren
uous Measures to Control
Private Corporation.

T. G. Roach Found Guilty of

Prescott. Ariz., June 6. With two
prisoners from the city Jail as his
crew, Chief of Police
wrecking
Prince, acting under orders from the
city council, yesterday morning began
the work of tearing up the tracks of
the Prescott & Mount Union electric
railway, on the West Hurley street
bridge, across Uranlle creek.
Hardly had the picks of the laborers entered the cement before Frank
L. Wright,
president and general
manager of the street railway company, had two street cars anchored
on the bridge, effectually interfering
with the Intentions of the police
chief to tear up the tracks.
While Chief Prince was busily engaged in an effort to tear up the
rails despite the cars ,a temporary
Injunction was secured from Commissioner J. M. W. Moore prohibiting
the city council from tearing up, or
having torn up, the tracks across the
bridge, until the matter has been
aired in court and the right of both
parties to the controversy determined

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Prescott. Ariz., June 0. T. O.
Koach. convicted of the murder of
Jack Fletcher In Crown King last
November, and awaiting sentence.
now lies dead at the jtl here, tuber
culosis having cheated the law out
of Its prey. Koach had been a con
sumptlve for some years.
Last November, he was In Crown
King when Fletcher, who was standing in the doorway of a saloon, waa
shot to death. Koach was suspected
and after a short time, arrested.
On trial, he was convicted of murder In the second degree, the Jury
finding him guilty on May 23, but
owing to his physical condition, sentence was never pronounced.

by law.

The contest dates back to the
Kurke city administration, at which
time Mr. Wright alleges that he entered into a contract to build a bridge
on East Ourley street, In consideration of his being allowed to use the
West Hurley bridge.
The city claims that there is no
contract further than that Wright Is
to keep the last iiamed bridge in repair, which he has not done.
l KI;i. S MWOIt
MAY GO ON STAGE.
Chicago, June 6. Is Mayor "Sher-bie- "
Keeker to add to Milwaukee's
fame by becoming a matinee idol?
Telegrams ilew back and forth between Milwaukee and Chicago yesterday. They contained fat otters in
the way of $1,500 a week salary and
a promise to make the "Koy Mayor"
a star in a night. He ls wanted to
play u leading part in "The Man of
the Hour," which is now playing in
Chicago.
Mayor Keeker is Mining with the
proposition.
That much he admits.
Money, sordid money, ls standing in
the way. William A. Krady's reprehas offered
sentative in Chicago
Mayor liecker I1.MI0 In real money
as
a
bail. The "Koy
each week
Mayor" has a good business head,
"liaise the limit." said the youthful
nuiyor. and I may see the otTer.
MII.U

Second Degree Murder
at Prescott.

MEXICO

MAY

BE

GIYENJATISEACTION
Mexico City. June 6. There Is no
change In the situation so far as the
relations of Mexico and Guatemala
are concerned.
The situation is still considered very
tense, but no worse nor iu better
than for several days past.
Mexican troops are still concentrated in large numbers on the border
ready to cross at a moment's notice,
but there are many who believe that
the mutter will be pacifically settled
and that war will yet be averted,
while others, claiming to be well informed, are Just as positive that there
will be war as soon as Mexico
is
thoroughly prepared and ready t
strike.

I.KCTl KKH D1KS
OF HEAKT FVILl'KE.
Lafayette, Ind., June
Helen M.
Gougar, a well known temperance
lecturer, dropped dead at her home
here today, of heart failure. She was
.0 years of age.
.
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'Hie Territorial Fair eomiuil- 4 tee I liard ut work eolUxtiug
4 funds for the big fair.
'liicvwti men
ure wideawake,
4 progitMNlte tUHineM men and
lliey will do all lit llu-l-r power
to inuke tlie fair a gigantic sue- 4 ce.-- .
Tliey tin i not do it all alone.
They mu-reeelto the upxrt
I'l'KI.IO I'TlLll'IKS
and a4rituiue. of every wrHi
I1II.L IH S1G.XKD
4
big
llu
illy,
in
and sJilall.
Aioany, IS. 1.. Jure
The so- Make up our lolnd what you
called "public utilities'' bill was sign
can do in Justlee lo yourxeir, Uie
ed today by Governor Hughes.
4 iiy
Uie territory at larg.
This act is one of the most far 4 Mlteiiand
tliey call usu you l
reaching reform measures ever pas
.
4 pre luti-eTtw time
to
tell
ed by an American legislature.
4 I Mu.it and the work lit a big
umi-jr
direct state control
It places
tMKk.
Aid tile fair eouinilllee
every public service corporation, ex
ttixl tliey will do Uie re. I.
and telephone com 4
cepting te'eg-upllooot for I tie big f&u-- t
pames.
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Make Your Dollars Earn Money
THE
1IFI.P WANTED.

HELP

if that

WANTED

is your
In The

crying nerd, a want ad
Evening Citizen's want column will
Rssure you of plenty of employes.
W

A.V1KU.

hoys.

WANTED Situation as child's nurse.
Apply nt the Le Vcta, room 7. Miss
Louise Hitchcock.
WAXTKH
Position hy
stenographer.
Address
., care Albuquerque Business
.
lirst-clas-

s.

htillding.
second-hati- d
Uentleman-- s
clothing. No. BIS South First
treet, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. K. J. Sweeney,

collepe.
WANTED

l.it"'irv

proprietor.

TlD People
thing, to

Pianos, Organ
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as tl
and as high as $200. Loans ar
quickly made and strictly
prlvat
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call am'
see tis before borrowing.
TUB HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bld.
303 '4 West K.'iilrnnd Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

ennnn

Skidoo
llarrls- dwell
adjoining properties.
group are the same In every way as thove upon these
group Ins a larno quartz ledge running
In
property,
width
The
lire
i"
from M) to NO feet and exposed on the surface for ".ooo feet. Assays made ;,; thi grass roots show values
of from Si cents (the lowest) to Jl.'j (tin; highest) pel ton which, in tills dU:riot means enormous values
below me suriaec.
Mining Company, owning the Skldnn-Tre- a
d .veil
"f seven full claims, has
The
been incorporated for $1,2.10.000: par value $l.on i r share: fully paid and nini-- a
edible.
5
nun
sal100.
of
cents per share to Tie used
The Hoard of Directors has authorized the
shares at
exclusively In development work, which has already been started. The contract has been let for a 100-foshaft with cross cuts. When this shaft Is completed this property will show values eual to any in the district.
cents- per share during the develYou may remember the Mohawk, at I'Sol 1M Id. Irs ; !ok soM at
opment period.
The surface assays of this property showed 41' cents to the ton less than half what
ll
shows.
the lowest nssav of the
k IS XOV SEI.I IXfi AT I7.00 A sH);K. RECEXTI.V THIS PROPERTY
MOIl
SHIPPED
S700.000 IX t.OI.D AS THE RESELT OE A TWEXTY DYS' 111 X. T HE LEAsEUS
II.W E 1SE1 I SED
S:',.000.noo cash for Hie ton months' lease which they ;' t nil the property.
Skidon-Trcadwe-

Skidoo-Treadwe-

i

Skidoo-Treadwe-

THE
1

WILLIAM

H.

GREER

75-c-

m

Special Excursions

MONEY
the
VIA
year by advertising the wrong way,
A Citizen want ad is money saved and
results assured. Send in your want
a loaay.
Get a free sample of Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee at our store. If real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop has
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has
not a single grain of real Coffee In it.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
is made from pure toasted grains or
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Made
In a minute. No tedious wait.
You
10
will surely like It.
Sold by C. V
Biigham.
princiiml ixiints In Illinois). Iowa. Kan
Mtiini-othum, .Michigan,
.MIsMturi
nm (saijj.
l
North unci South DuWcHu'm and
Five-roohouse, three lots,
near shops
91,900.00
17, 22
16,
15.
June
Dales
of
sale
adobe house. Bar- 23, 24, 29. 30, July 1. 2, 3. 4, 5. 6. 10
elas road
1.000.00 11. 12. 1. 20, and 21. Final return
Five-roobrick house, bath
October 31st.
etc., West Marquette
2,000.00 limit
Four-roobrick
house,
large barn, etc., near
Philadelphia and Return
New York avenue
1,500.00
Nine. acre alfalfa ranch, with
three-roohouse, large
barn, stable, corral, north
$59,25
of town
1,000.00
Seven acres of tine land,
Tickets on sale July 11, 12 and 13
planted In oats, north of
Return limit July 23rd. Hy depositlnf
of town
350.00 this ticket and paying $1 it may be
Nine-acr- e
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
ranch, with good
ana including July 3 1st.
house,
barn,
g
stable, lots of
trees, several hundred
grape vines, about two
Sail Lake City and Refurn
acres 111 alfalfa, south of
3,200.00
Indian school
a,

Six-roo- m

m

m

m

six-roo- m

fruit-bearin-

KKXT.
Sec-

$31,95

ond street
15 00
Tickets on sale June 1, 3, and 4. rehouse,
with
turn limit thirty days from date of
bath, near shop
12.50 tale.
Eight room house, modern.
South Fourth street
23.00
T. E Purdy, Agent
A. MOVIOY., 215 W. ;old Me.
Three-roo-

m

mm
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York

St. Louis
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if I

T

tight.
I consented and
we studied out
every blow and move of the encounter In my stable one evening by candle light. With everything perfectly
rehearsed we went on and put up a
pretty battle.
The Philadelphia papers gave me
the better of the argument In the
next day's write-up- s.
but the Xew
York scribes hailed Berger as a coming champion.
Herger actually believed nil tills
"bull" and when he got to his home
he grev very chesty. He started to
dictate to the promoters and demanded enormous purses to participate In
an encounter for "Individual Supremacy."
He flatly refused to fight me as per
nis old agreement.
He got his however, for he was enticed into a bout with Al Kaufman.
He got a real good licking there and
very little money and I didn't blame
the "Roy Wonder" for announcing his
retirement.
Had 1 fought Berger the second
time it would have been according
to agreement. The battle would have
been fixed and I would have won. It
never pays to agree to lose In the
prize ring.

National Ixiigiic.
Won. Lost.
32
28
24
19
16
16
13
12

I'ct.

9

."NO

12
15
17
24

.700
.613
.523
.400

2,"

.3110

27
31

.325
.279

e.

The Impression had been that ..irs.
concerning
'Jould's complaints
the
I'nited States mail were based on old
incidents which it might not be possible to trace, and a woman friend
of her was asked to give some of the
dates on which the nnrft was tampered with.
'Kiclit Down to Now."
"Why, right down almost to today." was the reply. "If Mrs. (iould
had anything of importance that she
National l,ciigii(
to anyone
wanted to communicate
R. H. K.
At Chicago
this evening she wouldn't think of
X
2
15
writing It in a letter any more than Chicago
1
6
2
she would think or' uliouting through Xew York
a megaphone.
Matn
and Kling;
Batteries ltrow
16
1
"It Is really unfortunate for Mr. thewson and Bresnahnn.
lould that the stories of how he
R. H.
At Cincinnati
gave his wife presents
and then Cincinnati
0
charged them up against her account Brooklyn
1
got out, but some of us feel glad to
Coakley
McLean;
and
Butteries
see so many of the facts getting into Bell and Ritter.
the newspapers.
R. H. E.
At .St. Louis
"There is one thing Mr. (iould did
3
2
8
Louis
which I happen to know about, that St.
THK Fl'RN'At'K ROV WIIBilE Tilt.'. lloliV WAS! POl'Xn AND K.N'.
8
6 2
Philadelphia
present
very
giving.
is
much like his
OIXKKR Mi DKRMOTT, WHO JIADK Til K HARROWIXO DISCOVKRY.
Batteries Rebee and Xoonan: Cor- Mrs. (lould had two very handsome
I'incinnati. O.. June 5. The white s...m in nrHctodi. the theorv of kuI- - carriages that she kept In Hlorage. rldon and Jacklltsch.
hcat .if the licry furnace under the clde ndviim-eit:or- - At the time of the Actors' Fund fair,
bv the nolice.
American lA'iigue.
bollers of the Ryan .Snap Co., when oner Cameron declares that it would it may be recalled, Mr. Oould pre- R. H. K.
At Washington
It snuffed out the life of an uniden- - have been impossible for the man to sented two carriages to the fair. The Washington
1
6 3
titled man, has seemingly destroyed have crawled to where he was found, fact is that he managed in some way St. Louis
3
10 11
all clews which mlpht lead to the He has ordered the victim's brains to get the carriages from the storage
Batteries (iraham, Durham and
although
Mrs.
Gould had
discovery of his Identity, or the mys- - and part of his body preserved as concern,
(ilade
Heydon;
O'Connor.
and
purchased them and had paid for
tery of his fate. The body was found evidence.
Philadelphia:
Philadelphia- At
out of her own allowance.
by K.iifrint-John McDerniot. It
and ihun (uve
Knarineer
MrDermott
John
Chicago pa me postponed.
Her Carriage Away.
was thrust half way Into the lire box his brother-in-laDetroit-BostoSherman Cor-- j
n
game
At Boston:
"These carriages were auctioned
and was partly consumed.
nelius, were examined hy the police, off. and I believe one of them was postponed; rain.
J he
fire box a narrow
opening but were promptly released.
Cleveland-NeAt Xew
bid in by a well known theatrical
York:
manager." Mrs. (iould. of cour.se, can York game postponed; rain.
never hope to get the carriages back,
.
!
American
and although Mr. (lould's generosity
Indianapolis, li:
At Indianapolis:
probably made a lot of professional
GUADALAJARA RICH
RICH PLACER MINES
people think well of him, he has put Kansas City, 2.
them In the list of things on which
At Columbus:
Columbus, 12; St.
was
'squandering' Paul, 6.
Mrs.
flould
III UTAH money."
FOUND
Toledo-in nea polls
At Toledo:
In connection with the mall rob- game postponed; rain.
I'eahody
Sergeant
Detective
beries.
Louisville, 4; Mll- At Louisville:
has been called before Third Deputy waukee, 11.
" iuadala iara. outside of Mexico
Colo.,
June
tlrand Junction.
Police Commissioner Hansen again.
City, has the largest American colony Hundreds of prospectors are flocking Charges
had been made that some of
V extern Icagiif
in Mexico," said D. H. Collier, of Into a new Kldorado discovered at the letters
that passed through the
R. H K.
At Lincoln
Ienver, who is interested in various Hasin. 1'tah. Just across the ('(dorado Madison Square
branch
been
had
4
7
4
mines in the state of Jalisco, and line.
Considerable excitement pre- subjected to tracing paper treatment, Lincoln
4
1
8
Pueblo
adjacent to Cuadalajara.
Mr. Col vails there.
Rich placer dtKgings and the tracings turned over lo
Zinran
and
Batteries Cieotte
lier stopped over In Albuoueruue to have been found on what Is known
I'eabody vigorously de- Fitzgerald
This
and Bender.
vitiit his friend, Dr. and Mrs. Sheri- as Wilson's mesa, and the alluvial nied. The police deputy has already
R. H. K.
At Sioux City
dan, leaving for the south yesterday. wash extends for ten miles along the begun drafting the charges against
1
5
. . 2
City
Sioux
.Nearly every
member of the Mill Rimroik district.
Peabody and they will be served on Denver
The first discovery was made sevAmerican colony In Jalisco Is Interwithin another day. I'nder the
him
Williams md Spies;
Batteries
ested in mines, and most all of the eral days ago by Kmil liorden of rules of the department he must be
mines operated and managed by Mex- tirand Junction, who Is now reported given forty-eighoura to prepare his Adams and Zalusky.
It. H. E.
At
Omaha
washby
icans are backed
American capi- to be taking out four ounces of
defense, and, consequently it Is possi2
4
8
tal. The country is rapidly becom- ed gold u day. Reople from all parts ble that his trial may have to be Omaha
2
ing Americanized.
Des Moines
of tlie country are going into the new postponed until next week.
ago
was
"When we have nothing to do. we district which but a year
Batteries Thompson and LcBrand
loaf about the American club house, considered, useful only asi cattle and
I will mall you free, to prove merit, Gehring and Y eager.
reading, smoking, drinking, reciting sheep range. Kvery available foot of samples
of my Ir. Shoop's Restorayarns, and longing for home, sweet ground has been broken up and much
tive, and my Book on either Dyspephome. While we are a considerable activity is being shown by those own- - sia.
Heart or The Kidneys. JACK O'BRIEN'S FAKE FIGHT
The
distance irom the t tilled Stales, we ing ground in getting ready for sluic Troubles of
the Stomach. Heart or
keep in constant touch with condiIng. It is believed the new rind will
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
tions and events by the newspapers, lead to the discovery of the famous deeper
Don't make the
ailment.
Sam Berger, San Francisco's "Boy
magazines and letters received from mysterious Wilson mesa bonanza,
common error of treating symptoms Wonder," never did possess much
the states.
from which all this gold h.m been only.
treating
Symptom
treatment
is
as a boxer or lighter, but once
das
"Xew Mexico has the mineral propdistributed, as well as covering the
of your ailment, and not I allowed him to stay six rounds with
erties, Including gold, silver, copper, mesa for two miles square
with the result
me in Philadelphia.
He developed
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
zinc and lead, but it will take con- Moat.
the Inside nerves mean tstomach the most severe case of "swelled
siderable development to strike the
1 have ever seen.
head"
always.
Heart,
And
weakness,
the
ore. It was years before the present WANTED Good men.
with clean a!ul Kidneys as well, have their con- After Brltt had thrown Berger over
rich mines of Mexico paid expenses,
C?5.5'r?9"
and) possibly it will take years before
or inside nerves.
Weaken the latter came to me and said that
.J""1
X'atloual Life Assurance Company trolling
was broke and asked me to help
he
you
nerves,
inevitably
New Mexico takes the lead In the
have
and
Liberal contracts and good terri these
mineral states of the southwest, alHere is where Mm out. I did. I ugreed toto give
weak vital organs.
tory
In
Ar
and
Mexico
tons
adNew
though she is already a rich one."
r shoop., Re,torat,ve hus made Its him a tight and went so far as
,
"
vance him $250 for his forfeit.
remedy
No
even
fame.
claims
other
"agreed not to knock
I positively
A nn
Bc,, ......
tn treat th "Inalite nerve "
A prompt, pleasant, good remedy
Berger out, but to let him stay the
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath six
for coughs and colds is Kennedy's
Diarrhoea.
Colic
and
in hope of getting a big
use Dr. bhoop a He pieceroundsmoney
Laxative Cough Syrup.
It contains
Pains In the stomach, colic and or complexion,
out of a battle beof
no opiates and does not constipate. diarrhoea are gulckly relieved by the storatlve.
Write me today for sam tween
us later in San Francisco.
ple
Shoop,
Book.
Dr.
Ha
and
free
Children like it.
Sold by J. H. use oi ( namoeriuin s
Berger's manager
ujic, i uoitra
Jack (Jleaaon,
O Rielly & Co.
When in cine. Wis. The Restorative is sold by- and the "Boy Wonder' himself were
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
a medicine, give it a all dealers.
a rlrte scared several days before
o
G1t ui your ROUGH DRY worfc need of such
battle, beJleving that I would not
sale by all druggtvta.
Wa do It right. KOrcH DRY. Im- the
Monday, and vet It back WvdnetdM trial. For
keep my end of the agreement.
They pleaded for a rehearsal of the
Subscribe for Tlx toreum; Citisea parls' Laundry Oo.
.aierls) Laundry Co.
l
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14, In 1905.

Joe (Tans has let the contract l' r
an Jls.oim hotel in Baltimore.
J.
Is evidently bent on salting some
his bacon.
'

Manager Chance, of the Chicago
cubs, says Mathewson. of the (Slants,
ha lost his curve, and will never re- gain his 1905 form.

straight
"Cincinnati
wins two
games from Chicago." Will someone
please stick a pin in us, so we will
wn ke

11

n

Looks now like Jack Johnson, the
colored heavyweight, will meet ihe
k
tight at
winner of the
Tonopah.
Hart-Schrec-

MciSraw says his pitchers must not
use the spit ball, as it is too hard on
their arms. He also disposes of the
squeeze play, with the remark that it
It a play for suckers.

New York writer got this out
"It is doubtful if
deviates from the ouiet, gentlemanly policy he has adopted, alter
deep thought and careful eo.M ration." Don't it make .u ieel i.ke
saying, oh, fudge, and dill pickles?
A

of his system:

w

Clark flritllth tried every device h
could think of at Chicago to gain a
delay of a few minutes in the hope
that rain would stop the game.
If
the game had not gone to live Inning
his team would have lost tt.ooo. And
yet some people say base ball Is not
honest.

V
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American lieague,
Won. Lost.
Pet.
Chicago
29
12
.707
26
16
.619
Cleveland
16
21
Detroit
.56S
SPORTING NOT'KS.
Xew York
19
IS
.514
2(1
20
Philadelphia
.5oO
Buck
Freeman
has made six home
' .405 runs In three weeks
17
25
St. Louis
for Minneapo- 14
26
Roston
.390 lis.
Washington
25
12
.324
Paul ltainey has paid $12,000 fur
Western I .eiiiif .
John Mans, a promising two-v- i
Won. Lost.
Pet. old.
17
22
Des Moines
.564
19
24
.55
Omaha
Race track followers claim that
16
19
.543 Jockey
Denver
Radtke has taken to trai ling
IX
20
.526 on Broadway.
Lincoln
19
20
.513
Sioux City
28
12
.300
Pueblo
Jack Chesbro has the record f r
straight wins in the American league,
YKSTKRRAY S iAM KS.

Xew York. June 6. The astounding assertion Is now made that the
robbery of Mis. Howard tiould's mail,
instead of being stopped by Its exposure, has been continued even to
the present time, and that Mrs.
lould. no longer willing to trust her
letters to any hotel mail box. is sending them direct to a branch n;istof-tic-

ht

i

hr

HOW TIIKV STAND.

She Says That She Dare Not Philadelphia
Pittsburg
to This Day. Write AnyHoston
Cincinnati
thing Important.
Hrooklyn
f

3

AMIXI.IA STA ITTil.DT.
Victim of a Fearful Crime.
The prisoner put the crime upon
an unknown man. The police were
not satisfied with his story. Then,
It Is said, he admitted the crime.
He
said he had been sleeping in the field
when he saw the girl. He made advances to her. and when she threatened to call a policeman he hit
In the bark of the head with a stone,
and attacked her with the knife.

National League.
Roslon at Pittsburg.
Hrooklyn at Cincinnati.
Xew York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
American Ixtiuc.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Xew York.

Xew

a

y

'

oDort

Chicago

V

j

BASE BALL

LETTERS

i
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IS.

WAS THROWN

l

iMrtlclpntliiR in
the Triigcly,

COMPANY

MYSTERY OF THE FIERY FURNACE INTOISTILL

.V.'

Asxx-ialion-

m

GIRL'S

SLASH

jAv

,

FISCAL AGENTS, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
SUITE 2 and 4
POSTOFFICE BOX 308
CRAIGE BLOCK

1

rtH

The Richest Strike of All.

IT IS THE OPIOHTI XITV I'OK WHICH VOK II WE lil.EX' L4MKIi VOC CAXXOT AEI ORD
TO WAIT. I'OK TIME IS MONEY TO YOC
XOW, here is a property sandwiched in between the richest gold properties in the mining
world
with plontv of water, fuel, transportation facilities ami in fact, everything needed to develop a big property. PIT IN A LEW DOLLARS DRAW OCT THOCSIXDS.
ll
Mining Company is ottering to the small Investor, upon ensy terms, 100.000
The
shares of Its development stock at 0 cents a share. There are but two conditions to keep in mind. Stock
will not be sold in blocks of less than $25. nnd the offer Is open but THIRTY' DAY'S, for, at the end of that
time the tlrst development shaft will have been completed and the true value of the property will appear.
Then your opportunity will be gone.
We want to talk to you about this opportunity.
There Is nothing of the wildcat In the proposition.
The property stands flatly on its merits. It will stand Investigation. We want you to Investigate. Call on
or address

ss

house, South

m
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Klmhursf. I,. I., i.lv f).g0 terrl- ,','im" "Kill""!
lh"
Amelia
l
who was muni. .red In a
t.eld. that Henry Decker,
a
under
as her
Is making his confessions piecemeal.
A few days ago the
Innocent voting
girl went out to pick dandelion
greens
tho was found dead, stabbed and mutilated with a case knife she had
taken along to dig the greens.
Rocker was nrrested as a suspect.
Extreme measures were used to make
him talk. He was dragged Into the
undertaking shop where
child's
body lay. A detective laidtheDecker's
trembling hand on the cold, white
forehead of the victim. The ordeal
was too much for Decker. "Yes, I
saw her killed," he wailed, "but I
did not do It. Oh. nonr little .rlrl'
Oh, that .she were alive nir.iln!"
.

ll

"Have You Read About the New Strike Last Sunday?

--

m

Suspect

ll

Skidoo-Treadwe-

live-roo-

Five-roo-

CRUELLY

ON

iwi7.

PLACING

iii:ry nr.cKFit
vi,0 AiimH,

a

.1

f

MONEY LOST.
LOST Every day in

kidoo-Tre-

I'

ot

tl

Mist-cla-

lit

r
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PROFESSIONAL

put a want ad In The Evening Citi- Bank building.
zen's want column and it will do
E. W. Dobson.
the rest.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Offlea
EXT.
It
Milt
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. 24
FOK KENT Furnished rooms, 422
DENTISTS.
North Sixth street.
furFOK KENT Four and
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
nished house. J. E. Elder.
Dental Surgeon.
FOK KENT Sleeping rooms, houseRooms 2 and 3,
building
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South over O'Rlelly's drug Harnett
store. Phont
Broadway.
No. 744. Appointments made by mal
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnishEdmund J. Alger, !. D. S.
ed front rooms, near business cenNo. 306 Railroad avenue.
Offlo
rates "reasonable.
Corner
ter:
9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.;
hours,
Klxth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
l:l
m.
p.
m. Both phones. Ap
to 6
Tl
FOK" RE N T Rooming house,
polntments
made by mall.
rooms: furnished or unfurnished:
good location.
Lloyd Hunsaker,
W.
M.
SHERIDAN, M. D.
(old.
West
205
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeoa
FOK KENT Newly furnished outucciueniai
Life Building. Tele
side rooms, modern bath, half phone
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
lQck from Railroad avenue. "The
114 '4 North
Second
Granada,"
DR. It. L. IIUS1.
street.
Office,
8, X. T. Armijo Bid.
Tuberculosis treated with HIkb
and
room
KENT Dining
FOR
kitchen, all furnished, at Jemez Frequency Electrical
Current
and
Hot Springs: good opportunity for Germicide. Treatments given each
none
people;
a couple of
day from 8 a, m. to 4 p. m. Trained
other wanted. J. B. Beock, Perea, nurse In attendance. Both phone.
N. M.
DRS. UKOXSOX & HROXSOX,
FOR RENT Nice, airy, furnished
Homeopaths.
rooms, with modern bath, by the
Over
Van's Drug Store. 'Phono- day or week; all outside rooms; Ofllre
and residence, 628.
one one-ha- lf
block east of the
new.
hotel; everything
I'll. F. J. PATCH IX.
Physician and Surgeon.
HIghrund Hotel. 204 E. Railroad
Office over Vann Driia- store. Offlco
avenue.
hours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6, and 7 to 8
FOR RENT Eight, airy
p. m. Phones, of flee 4 41, residence
light 695.
rooms for rooming or
housekeeping.
All rooms - openUK. J. X. WARNER, v. S.
per
$1
ing on the outside.
Price,
When your animals are sick vnn
week and up. Minneapolis House, need
a good veterinary surgeon. Ca'
624 South Second. A. T. Devore,
up tne oiq reliable. Phone No. 142.
Proprietor.
Hit. S. L. RIKTOX.
KM 1'liOVMEXT.
Phjsloliin ami Surgeon.
you
EMPLOYMENT If
need work
Albuquerque. N.
M.
Hisrhlnnd
The Citizen's want column will fur- office. 610 South Walter street.
New
nish you a quick and ready means pnone 1030.
of securing it at a minimum expenditure. Put a want ad in The
Citizen today and be at work tomorrow.
V X D F RT A K F 1
FOK SALE
BORDERS
FO RSALE Two Jersey cows, fresh,
with heifer calves. Inquire at 1.
X. L. (Srocory Co.
ARCHITECTS
FOR SALE Fine young Jersey bull.
Inquire mornings, at 611 North
F. W. Spencer. Rooms 46-- 4 7 Bar
First street, lieo. A. Blake.
nett
building, Albuquerque, N. M
FOK SALE A
incubator, 1
buff or Kington cockerel. 15 laying Both phones.
hens, ducks, 921 North Fourth
NOTARY PUBLIC.
street.
FOR SALE Fine Chickerlng Bros,
Titos. K. D. Maddlson.
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
Office with W. B. Chllders.
in
over
Futrelle's
furniture store West Gold avenue.
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
new
FOR SALE One seven-rooFORT BAYARD. N. .... MAY 1
brick house, furnished complete, 1907. Sealed proposals in trinitrate
fine water, two acres good farm for sinking and walling a brick well
land close In, all fenced. Outhouses ii feet in diameter. 4a feet deep, at
and burn. Address "for sale" this mis post, win be received here until
office.
11 a. m., June 1, and then opened.
Information furnished on annllcatlon.
roexn.
United States reserves right to accent
FOUND Tli rough the want column or reject any or all proposals. En
of The Evening Citizen, Just what velopes containing proposals should
you have been looking for. An be endorsed "Proposals for Well" and
advertising source sure to bring re- aauresseu to capi. s. P. Vestal, Ouar
turns for small expenditure. Try a termaster.
want ad and be convlnceu.
A Fortunate Texan.
LOST.
Mr. E. W. Goodloe. of 107 St. Louis
LOST Check book on First National St., Dallas, Tex.,
says: "In the past
Bank of Manhattan, Kan. Finder year I have become acquainted
with
please leave at this office.
ur. ivings .New Life Pills, and no
LOST Anything you lose except your laxative l ever before tried so effect
reputation is sure to be found by a ually disposes f malaria and bilious
want ad in The Citizen s want col ness.
Uhey don t grind nor gripe,
umn.
i.ir u I Mil , t.
Lost a goal tilled fob, with initials
"H. W." Finder will please return
to Henry Westerfeld, 207 Railroad
avenue, and receive reward.

wr

CLEVER PERSON is the one who strikes when the iron is

But Here is How to Make Your Dollar Earn Money For You.
The Skidoo Treadwell Group of Mining Claims
adjoin, m the wmuh. the famous
ai. ctTrMMr
rTrX3r?inrKi
1 lUlU property.
X. xt adjoining
the
i
OL.U11
JJ1
UillW
burg Mines, liilwn to every one in tne milling world.
he geoiogicn
the
rornnitioiis

who want someCARDS
advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
LAWYERS.
WANTED To buy live teams or ten
be
driving
horses; must
single
Ira Ml Rond.
sound and city broke. Bring aniATTORNEY AT LAW,
F.Pt
mals to Clarion's stable, rear of 712 N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pension
West Tijeras avenue, between 11a. land patents,
copyrights,
caveat
m and 2 p. m., and after 5 o'clock
letter patents, trade marks, claim
p. m.
K. W, 1). Bryan.
MI X WANTED.
AT LAW, Albuquer
ATTORNE
MEN WANTED Somewhere every que,
N. M. Office,
First Nations
day. If you are looking for a Job
WAN

how?

OF

.

THE I'AMOI S MINERAL WEALTH OF DEATH VALLEY IS K XOWX TO EVERY OXE.
Now have you heard of the Wild Rose Mining District in Inyo County, California?
Also of the Skliloo
property purchased nt a cost of $3.0011,000 by Charles M. Schwab,
of the V. S. steel Trust, and
bis wealthy associates, and which Is now being operated extensively and paying big dividends?
Have vou heard of the rich strikes nf gold )n these properties and the Increased tlchnes of the or"
HAS PAID lil(i
III I III N Its FROM
as greater depths nro reached. Tills PROPERTY
TIIFSklDOO
DAY THE IIK.MI.TS ARE MORE ST ICIT.I Xi.
;KSS ROOTS MOWN AMI EVERY AND
THE SKIDOO I'dliM PART WD PR i:L OF THE 4JKEAT
THE WILD ROSE DIs'l'ltlCT
XFVARV GOLD KI LT THE REM' I'lMHlU KIt AX D THE RICHEST IX THE WORLD.

MONEY to LOAN
On

hangers. Ht Stacy
Co., mrner
and Load.
WAXTK1' Four gentlemanly boys at
the Alvar.ido hotel to act as hell
Paper

WANTED

HAND

the person who knows enough to grasp an opportunity
P
when it is at hand. HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
P

propkrtt ujass.

rEnsoxAX

ORDEAL

nsnr. my

PROPOSALS FOR Bl ILDIXCS. Department of the interior. Cifnce of
Indian affairs. Washington, D. C. May
15, 1907.
Sealed proposals plainly
marked on the outside of the sealed
envelope, "Proposals for Buildings,
Navajo
Extension, Arizona." and
Commissioner
to
addressed
the
Washington,
of
Indian
Affairs.
D.
until
received
be
C, will
p.
2
1907, for
15.
m.. on June
furnishing materials and labor necessary to construct and complete certain school buildings, etc., on the Navajo Extension, Arizona, In strict ac-cdance w ith plans, specification
and instructions to bidders w hich ni.:y
be examined at this office, the otiicts
of the "improvement Bulletin," Minneapolis, Minn.. "Construction News."
Chicago, 111., "American Contractor,"
Chicago, III.; "Citizen." Albuquerque.
Republican."
New Mexico, "Arizona
Phoenix. Arizona, Builders and Traders' Exchanges, St. Paul. Minn., Minneapolis, Minn., Omaha, Nebr., Northwestern Manufacturers
Association,
St. Paul, Minn., Builders Exchange,
Durango, Colo., and Iah Angeles, California, the Indian Warehouses, Chicago, III., St. Louis,
Mo.,
Omaha,
Nebr., San Francisco, Cal., and at the
office of the Additional Farmer.
For
further Information address Joseph
Maxwell, Additional
E.
Farmer,
Ieupp, Arls., via Canyon Diablo. C.
F. LARRABEE, acting commissioner.
Our ROUGH DRY work aon'shava
to b washed over. Imperial Laua-dr- y
oi

Co.

i

7

nirnsnAY, may

AND STATE OF ILLINOIS

WIFE

HIS

CHILD

ALBUQUERQUE

e, 1907.

IS SOLID FOR

WERE

Ni

MURDERED

EVENING

CITIZEN.
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MAY

BE

THE

NOMINEE

Missionary Tells of Tragedy Speaker's State Will Demand Northern Democratic Leaders
Would Not Object to Such
Nomination of "Uncle
Enacted In Interior
a Candidate.
Joe" For President.
of China.

821 North Tlrxt Street.

Phone

Ko. 4M

GOOD BEHAVIOR FROM HUSBAND

Injured in Auto Wreck, He Makes Writ
ten Promise to Renounce
Her Rival.

Southwe.itern Urcwery

A Ice Conipnny.

Mrs. Meyer could he OOOOa)O0OOOOGOrOOGO
New York, June 0. When her the
0) OOO0)OOOGOGOOOttOttO4rO6OGOGOe)
husband, a wealthy merchant, spilled no other than her rival. Instead of
Washington. I. C. June 6. Poll-'- a out of an automobile with another being crushed, she was Inspired with
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Chicago, June 6. Speaker Joseph
a Pr.yyterin
lr. K. C. i Machle.
is iii Washington have been busy woman, Mrs. Iovils O. Meyers rose the determination to act. She hastNew ?. Cannon came up from Danville
ppredins; Bcriim
reside,
to
past
studying
days
the
once
at
husband's
her
lew
ened
the
B. . HALL, froprlmlor
Mexico, enroute to 111 former home Monday and returned the same night.
orts fro n various parts of the coun to the occasion like a general. She accompanied by her lawyer and a
practically assured thai the Illinois try
.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can: Shaft-infr- a.
in f Incir.mili.
bearing on the presidential situa- Is now camped by the bedside of trained nurse. She took possession.
conto
next
delegation
national
the
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iron
- Meyer in a hotel, and announces that She attended
close to
Tie inmfs from
to his comfort In a
would favor his nomination tion, as affecting next year's nomlFronts for Buildings.
the borders of Hurmn nrovince and vention
Is said that
atlon.
him from the in- masterful way.
reclaimed
It
has
she
presidency.
the
for
oin miles by water from Canton.
Their conclusion Is that in the re fluence of the other woman. She is Meyer was not only impressed but
ttapmlra on Mining mitd mill MmcHlntry m Bpmolalty
There was a conference of Illinois publican party it is a case of Tart Hushed and happy, while her hus- - grateful. After seeing that he had
He returns alone, for his wife nn1
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.
gainst the Held and In the democrat- - band prone w ith a broken thigh, Is been made eupy us possible, the
Amy. were politicians at the I'nlon League club.
daughter.
party a case of the Meld against
brutally murdered by the Chinese In Congressman Llttauer, of New York,
repentant.
earnAs
wife
announced that she
and
sourceful
on was present and he takes back the Hryan.
the uprising; of the
est of her victory, Mrs. Meyer who Is was ready for business. She Intro-shoassurance to the eastern republicans
Tlio Wtven-iKV- .
w ho drew up a
October 2S. 1WK5.
attorney,
woman.
stately
a
duced
the
handsome
At first glance there might not
there will be that Illinois Is "on the square" for
Ir. Macule- believes natives
before Cannon.
seem any Ullterence between mese
the
another rising of consequence
roposltions. but the difference Is
of the
many months, In
'I am satisfied Illinois Is absolutely
IS NOW
effort of the Triad to overthrow the sincere In the support which has been there just the same; ut least, the polipresent Manehu dynasty and place a tendered to Mr. Cannon." said the ticians say It Is.
They claim that in the republican
Chinese on the throne. Thousands of congressman. "There have been ru
the natives are uneasy and, dare not mors In the east that l'ncle Joe' was race Secretary Tart, or the I aft manWe now operate the Peoos Hunch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
agers,
undertaken the task of
express opinions on either side.
at the licatl waters of the lccos river, where c can accommodate
not receiving hearty support and In doing have
up all the other candidates.
Had Itccn IVomlHril Safety.
in teen guests.
a state of affairs, some of his
Concerning the uprising In which such
said candidates showing no par
We enn accommodate twenty-fiv- e
guests nt The Valley Ranch.
warm friends who would bo glad to the
animosity toward Taft, but
ticular
be was bereft of wife and daughter, see
Will send our wagons to meet any train at Glorleta, If notified by letnominated for the presidency
ach being intent on bis particular
In. .Mat hie Rave the ofllclals of bis werehim the
ter or telegraph. Are prepnreil to carry comfortably iartles of any
point of hesitation.
at
uirsuit of delegates.
church the following account:
number to any and all points on the river. Write for rates.
In the democratic party on the oth
"We had been assured by the Chi"From what I am told today I feel
Address letter to Pecos, X. M.. Telegrams addressed to ns at
which is perfectly assured the Illinois delega er hand, say the politicians, it is a
nese officials at Llen-choGlorleta will bo telephoned to as without delay.
a city of .Vl.ioio people, that we would lion to the next convention will de case of all the other candidates, or
not be harmed. Mrs. Machle and our ma rid the nomination of the speaker." their managers going out after the
scalp of Mr. Hryan, Mr. Hryan in
and Mrs.
Kill, with Rev.
little
Mr. Littauer said his understanding
meantime maintaining an attitude
Peale. Ir. Kleanor Chesnut and Miss of matters was that the president and the supreme
Indifference to the maK. P.iitTson. were all with me In the president's
friends were in no of
our iiuarleiM but when the mob of wise omiosed to the nomination of chinations ngainst him.
If this be a true diagnosis of the
Chinese began to burn our Sneaker Cannon.
about
be admitted that
bull
w.' lost faith In the ofllclals
of friends situation. It must
hosts
speaker
has
"The
line line of distinction which the
Chat. Vlellnt, Saervt&rr
J. D. Ealla, President
and Immediately made arrangements all over the country," said Mr. Lit- - the
is not bauiy
politicians
drawn
have
to escape.
o. Oloml, Vies President.
O. Bachetbl, Ttmwci.
"The friendship he has form taken.
tauer.
rond
not
the
did
dare
take
"We
ed during the time he has been in
a Southern Man.
l.idlnK ever the mountain, for the congress give to him a slightly better
There Is no doubt that the past
iv.nl) would have seen us, and so we
many other men might week
so has witnessed an unusual
or
li isUned alonir another road leading chance than
have. I look upon the speaker as an stirring of Interest In the democratic
b ya Huddhist temple.
8uocetaora to
contender for the prize.
presidential situation.
"The priest told us to hurry In- - able
Congressman William ii. McKinley
MEUNI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A aiOMI.
one of the most tnterestlng phases
sirii . but before we could do so the
response
to
re
WMOLKMALK DEALER
mob m i't our heels. I succeeded came ud from Urbana Into meet Mr of this democratic revival is the man
IN
newed demand that a southern
in lc.siiiK Mie heavy doors leading In a telegraphic summons
League
club
presi
Union
of
the
the
placed
At
the
head
at
Llttauer.
be,
to the lou'dors. and then hid my
the first available room. during the afternoon the speaker met dential ticket.
self away
This demand comes almost exclu
"I w::s first to be discovered, but with these men and .Senator Hopkins,
of Mason nnd DixW ketp uwrythlng In stock to outfit tbo
luckily fell Into the hands of loot- Congressman Lorlmer. Col. Frank L, sively from north this
apparent phe
line.
For
C.
cur
on's
E.
Smith,
UwlKhi:
of
Senator
ers, Instead uf the murderous eight
most fastidious bar eomplata
ex
an
proffered
or
Is
nomenon
there
one
to
be
who
is
Kankakee,
of
tis,
all
took
in the mob.
These looters
Have bean appointed exclusive agents In tha Southwest for Jot, .
m- - valuables and passed on.
the iield managers of the Cannon planation.
Those who seek to explain otter tne
boom, and Senator C. P. Gardner, of
Schlltx, Wm, Uemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Hides ill Pool of Water.
declaration that the south is deep- "I believed that all the others of Mendota.
Green River, 'V. H. McBreyer'e Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mn
rooted in the conviction that north
my party hid escaped and gone on
arch, and other standard brande of whiskies too numerous to mention.
ern states would not support a south
over the' road, and I crawled along
ern man for the presidential office.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
the corridor looking for a chance to
believing that northern prejudices
j;et out.
But sell the straight article a4 received by u from tne boat laerleo,
growing out of the. civil war, are yet
seemed to be
"The mountain
Distilleries and Breweries in the United Stat a. Call and lnapoet en
potent factor at the polls.
honeycombed with corridors. I came
Stock and Prices, or wrlto for Illustrated Catalogs and Fries Wst,
Northern democrats having a more
to a pool, of shallow water, two or
Intimate knowledge of northern sen
issued to dealers only.
three feet' deep, and Just as I heard
south,
realize
that MRS.
timent toward the
s .me of the natives returning to look
KATH
VX
It
HAIiKN'KSS,
past
FULLER
of
a
thing
the
war
is
THE
truly
WHO
the
IlIVAL
WAS
RE
for me. As afterward transpired,
XOUXl'ED.
and that Into that past has gone
they wanted to kill me. as they had
whatever of prejudice the north once a document which she says he signed, pledge, and now Mrs. Meyer
already murdered the others, except
cherished toward the lost cause for and in which the promise is made triumphantly. To emphasize waves it
Miss Patterson, who was saved by a
her vie
which the south fought so valiantly that hereafter he will conduct him- lory,
A. C. BILICKE and JOHN S. MITCHELL- Invite their friends to make
Christian Chinese.
and for which It sacrificed so much. self In a loyal manner befitting a bring she instructed the attorney to
"I was compelled to bury myself In
once
against
suit
at
New Mexico headquarters at
Mrs.
Hark
In
Smith.
Sentiment
the mud of this dark pool, and sevand never, no never, renew ness for alienation of Meyer's affec
It is the profound conviction of husband
eral times during my stay of six or
his
Fulto
Mrs.
Kathryn
attentions
Hons.
these men, who profess to speak
seven hours in the water the murHarknesn. This woman, who Is
Last January two women met In
democratic ler beauty
of northern
derers approached within four feet
herself, lies in a hospital a fierce combat in Meyer's office,
a
come
has
sentiment,
time
the
that
of me. searching with flambeaux for
hors du combat. Mrs. Meyers says she was one of
when the fact that a man halls from with a broken hip,wreck;Los Angeles, California
nio and uttering curses.
proved Mrs. these women and Mrs. Harkness the
The automobile
one of the states "lately in rebellion"
"Hours afterward I heard soldiers
Meyer's
opportunity.
millionHer
against
other,
to
gave
chances
not
Its
but
militate
hush it they
Congress would
other
in the corridors, anil then I crawled
aire husband and Mrs. Harkness names when the case came up In
Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and
of attaining the chief muglstracy.
out. They dressed me a9 one of their
were
go
motor
a
car
even
over
In
They
police
went
declare
further
thai
and
court.
some
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafo
For
months
I
was
by
means
this
own number, and
of Infection
Danger
Says
up
an
its
embankment In Hronxvllle.
that should the south make
The Meyer has been much in the com
enabled to march out with them,
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
mind to present one of its sons for news came to 'Mrs. Meyer thut "Mr. pany of Mrs. Harkness, says the wife,
eventually reaching the river and
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
Very
Is
Great.
people
suffrage
it
Meyer"
Mrs.
the
of
the
been
O.
whole
and
Louis
had
now
but
relationship
that
the
is em
Canton.
no
offering
In
a
will
mistake
injured.
make
once
divined
She
at
that
my
phatieally
wife
ended.
afterward
that
"I learned
man who, like Senator Daniel, of
and little daughter were killed by
Atlantic City, X. J.. June 6. Next Virginia, for Instance, attested his bestones and bv being thrown Into the
lief in the righteousness of the south's
river. Mr. and Mrs. Peale, after be to the house fly. the habit of kissing cause
by evidencing a willingness to
Inir stripped of their clothing and ex the baby Is declared to be the most lay upon
its altar the supreme sacri- WHO IS RESPONSIBLE
posed to the mob's view, were beaten dangerous vital manner of spreading fice
of his life.
Finest Whiskies j
to death. Five of the eight Chinese consumption.
War on the disease and the newe
who murdered the members of our
FOR
SPARROW'S DEATH
COMPILING LAWS
party have been executed, and there methods to prevent and cure it occu
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
IS
is a" probability that the remaining pied the atteution of 3,000 physicians, WALLACE'S BROTHER
exI
5 JOSEPH BARNETT, Ptop'r.
captured.
gathered from all points of the com
three will soon be
pect to return to china in about pass, here today.
The American
On looking out of a window of the
Fe, X. M., June 6. Lawson
eighteen month"
8 AMPLC A NO
Medical association, which has an en
SENT 10 POOR HOUSE band rooms on Hold avenue recently D. Santa
Lowe and Irlneo Chaves were yes
rollment of 1:3.000 physicians, and
Avenue
CLUB ROOMS
Railroad
West
one
of the American terday officially notified by Secretary
of
the
members
EOIEKAT
whose gain during the year was re
Lumber Company band was surprised Head of their appointment as chic
ported to be 3.000, is the principal
to see a sparrow hanging by its neck clerk and assistant clerk, respectively.
Yes. I Have Found It at Last- convention, while the American Anti .lames llarton Waiil at His Own lie on a wire.
Found what? Why that Chamberof the law revision commission.
;m-- s
society,
Woman
the
fo
qucsi.
County
all
eczema
Tuberculosis
and
cures
l'nrin.
Was it a lynching or a suicide?
lain's Salve
To expedite the compilation of the
Auxiliary Tuberculosis society, and
Upon investigation
was
manner of itching of the skin.
found
it
laws, which of necessity must be done
It
was
was
a
There
that
neither.
have been afflicted for man;- - year the National Academy of Medicine
Ore.,
Portland,
6.
James
June
before the actual revision can be
with skin disease. I had to get up are meeting In separate halls talkin
Barton Ward,
of len. nest in the cornice of the building divarious subjects pertain
three or four times every night and over the newest discoveries in medi Lew Wallace, who wrote "Pen Hur," rectly over where the bird hung. The commenced,
Ing
to the statutes have buen assign
circumstantial evidence, pointed plain- ed to
wash with cold water to allay the cine and surgery.
the
several
members of the
ly to the fact that the sparrow had
Franklin Dye, secretary of the New
terrible Itching, but since using this
fallen from the nest and become en- commission.
falve in December, 1905, the itching Jersey commissioner on bovine tu
-TEverything relative to civil and ap
tangled in the loose wire In Its delias stopped and has not troubled me. berculosls, opened his address with
scent. No bird would deliberately pellate procedure was given for coin
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootville, the significant declaration:
Charles A.
hurl itself from the nest without great pllatlon to President
Pa. For saU bv all druggists.
"Put up a sign In every home
provocation so It Is up to the band Spless. Secretary Head will devote
o
Announcement
Don t kiss tne uany.
to explain. Was the bird scared and his time to the compilation of proAll the state can do, he said to
VAI.l Alil.E .MINK IS
' In
assignments
statutes.
bate
The
other
desnest
leaped
sheer
from
the
protect
in
lUNCOYl.KV
from
Infant
KECENT
tubercular
the
peration; did the sound vibrations jur are as follows: H. K. Twltchell, prl-- i
Hermoslllo, Sonora, Mex., Junetf.
fection through a safeguarded milk
Having acquired an interest In the And Principal Eastern Points
K. K.
Studley,
the poor victim out or did the music vate corporations;
Mining men in this section ure re- supply, is offset largely by the ava
county an dother public offices, water Standard
Plumbing
and Heating
kill It outright'.'
calling a story of considerable Inter- lanche of aunties, cousins and callers,
rights, etc. When these are finished, company Mr. John Strumqulst will in
est to the effect that about. two and who "lust must" kiss the little daii
up.
subjects
will
be taken
All stomach troubles are quickly other
a half years ago some prospectors atlug.
The commission has adjourned, future have charge of the mechanical
tempted to draw attention to an unrelieved by taking a little Kodol after
On Sale Dally
Dr. W. II. Maytleld. of St. Louis
known property in the mountains also attacked the kissing habit as
each meal. Kodol goes directly to subject to the call of the secretary. department and attend to the instalon June lation of all plumbing and heating
near Hermosillo, but with little suc-- t means of infection next to a nous
the seat of trouble, strengthens the It will probably
ess.
digestive organs, digests what you la.
fly the most dangerous.
work entrusted to this company.
June is! to Sept. 30th
The location at that time was some-eat. Sold by J. H. O'Klelly & Co.
Carpets
long stars were at
Large
in
line
hat remote and difficult of access tacked and and
China,
full
of
nice
be
invitations
to
declared
and experienced mining men have for the spread of disease and the
Subscribe for The Citizen and cct sets and odd pieces, at very low
at the
too many disappointment
W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.
prices.
via
the news.
were complimented for re
best in Investigating the claims of Chinese
moving their siloes when they elite
Piumb!n & Heating Go
Standard
over enthusiastic prospectors.
Finally, however, one of the best ed their homes. Here all the dirt
tracked" Into the house and babies
posted mining men in the state reluctantly consented to make the trip are allowed to romp over retu
gathered
from the streets.
to tile property, now known as the
Dr. William J. Mayer, of Rochester,
I.luvia de Cohre, but it was remarked
that be and his friends displayed ex- N. Y., a noted surgeon, opened the
which went
traordinary taste and anxiety in at house of delegates,
once acquiring title to the property. through some business routine, and
It is stated that the judgment at prepared for the opening of the genthat time has since been fully Justi- eral convention, when fifteen separate
Entire-different
fied by development operations, at the sections and aillliating societies disa
Em-bcdi- ;3
camp. The winkings of the mine are cussed the Ills of humanity and how
others.
all
froin
pow down to the
level and to cure them.
KI).
If IM )
U
JAMKS
e
ores are being placed upnew ideas,
and himself an author of consideron the dumps preparatory to shipow n request been
able
note,
has
his
at
r.ov
im
u ana maoaia uiuw
ment.
WAITED TWENTY YEARS
atn.ut ItiH wonderful
sent to the county poor farm here,
managed,
I."
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health.
and
Low rates, long limit, tickets
(tin l'.aui'h. chef of liie Castaneda
'ilm Dew VsHrUatl fcyrU.
a pauper.
M sU 'Oil
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The trial of William Haywood at Boise for the nssussl nation of Governor
fteunenberg, 1h attracting' a
Interest, for It Is the Brut clash of
paramount interest between orKanized labor with Its strong financial backe

ing and the government of a state, assisted by the federal government and
organized capital.
If It can be done, the prosecution undoubtedly means to hung William
Haywood.
If Haywood killed, or assisted in killing Governor Steunenberg,
In the manner nlleged. he deserves to be hanged.
On the other hand If he is the victim of a plot. Innocent of Ihe great
crime with which he is charged, and a man persecuted because of the stand
he han taken for organized labor, then he ought by all means to receive a
fair and open trial and an acquittal.
The testimony of Harry orchard looks damaging to organized labor,
the probabilities are, however, that Orchard Is telling the worst first.
Witnesses for the defense may show up as diabolical a plot on the part
of organized capital as Orchard has said existed among the organized laIt Is too early in the trial to even form an opinion, although it
borers.
was a hard matter to secure Jurors who had not already decided the case in
their own minds.
If he is Innocent and is so proven, the men who placed his life In Jeopardy on so grave a matter should be severely dealt with.
Another matter in connection with this case will be the exposure of the
part played by Pinkerton detectives.
It is a foregone conclusion that all
the work of the Pinkerton men will not be known unless as a last resort.
Pinkerton detectives are known for working under cover and remaining In
the back gViund as long as possible.
This great detective agency has grown to be a power and can exert InIf it Is shown In this Instance that
fluence for much good or great evil.
money has been used to Influence this powerful organization to aid in convicting an innocent man, then the organization from east to west and from
north to south Rhould be placed under governmental ban.
On the other hand if these detectives have really found the slayer of
Governor Steunenberg and some dozen other men, then it should be highly
commended.
Organized labor all over the country is watching this trial with intense
Interest.
Organized labor looks upon the case purely and simply as a gigantic
clash between the workingman and capital under the guise of law and order.
If such a view point is correct then there Is some work for the "big stick"
along half a dozen lines.
If organized- labor on the other hand Is allowing Its prejudices and
sympathies to control falrmlndedness and Justice, then the "big stick" should
strike and strike hard.
The Haywood trial, by the country at large, will be watched closely. It
may be unjust, but there is no doubt that organized labor will be Judged
largely with William Haywood and the organization for which he stands.
It Is therefore to be hoped that William Haywood will have a fair and
an impartial trial and that Justice will be done him either In a full and
complete acquittal, or on the gallows.

Desiar6Ce Citizens
woman. Is coming to
The Duchess of Marlborough, an American-bor- n
New York to help the working girls. She Is going to try to Interest New
York's "400" with the East Side.
She wants the American millionaires' dollars to build clean tenements
and model dwellings, to provide for widows and orphans, and to make less
irksome the lives of these people of the slums.
The duchess is particularly interested in the welfare of the New York
working girl. For her she wants to build girls' boarding houses, noon-da- y
rests, libraries, halls. She wants to provide for her moral welfare as well
as her physical comfort.
There Is plenty of room for great endeavor for the one who would
help the working girl. The social conditions that confront the New York
working girl, if not living with her parents, are shocking.
The Duchess of Marlborough has It in her power to save the
working girl. No one could provoke a livelier Interest among New
York's millionaires than she.
Our American duchess, who flys an American flag over her English
home, is the stamp of citizen that is most desirable. Quite unselfish herself, she started out to preach the gospel of unselfishness to her American
sisters.
New-Yor-

The Citizen is in receipt of a certain announcement from a certain territorial educational Institution.
It is a very well gotten up affair, very well
printed on very good stationery and no doubt very appropriate.
The Citizen
might comment upon it most favorably and congratulate the certain educa
tional institution upon having sent it throughout the territory were it not
for one fact. At the bottom of the announcement, 'appears in small, very
small letters, the trade mark of a Philadelphia printing establishment.
The
Citizen mjrht still continue to feel hilarious over the matter if the certain
educational institution could only show Just how much the Philadelphia es
tablishment ever did for education In New Mexico.
The Citizen would like
to know if the Philadelphia institution Is boosting for New Mexico and New
Mexico towns day in and day out?
The Citizen would like to know If the
Philadelphia concern is paying salaries that support families and help keep
money and homes In New Mexico?
The Citizen would Ilka to know If the
Philadelphia concern Is paying taxes in New Mexico to assmt In supporting
The Citizen would like to know if
territorial educational institutions?
there are not several dozen printing establishments in New Mexico that can
The Citizen would like
turn out Just as good as the Philadelphia concern?
to know where New Mexico comes In, when the money of her taxpayers Is
These are a few
sent to Philadelphia In preference to her home Industries?
things that the certain educational Institution might take into consideration
Then there Is one other thing It
along with figuring the cost of printing.
might be well to know; is this a part of the reform system?
Jin organization

or business men has been formed at Santa Rosa
to
work for the betterment of that thriving little town and Guadalupe county.
The roll contains the names of practically all of the best business men in
that section. In the forming of this organization, if It sticks to the platform
upon which It was organized, Guadalupe county will have reason to be con
gratulated.
An organization of representative men can do more good or
more harm to a community than anything else.
It is simply up to them.
The Citizen hopes the Santa Itosa organization will prove the success it
rhould be.
The first step In the right direction would be to issue walking
oraers to mi Knockers.
Getting rid of the knot Wets is half the battle.

The Roswell
is not In favor of an overdose of econ- mony when it conies to purchasing brains in public- schools. Commenting
upon the wages of school superintendents that paper says: "Artesia Is crow
ing over the fart that it pays Its superintendent of schools $123 a month
only digs up a grouchy little tlii.'i.
M has a light to crow
while
too.
There is something oul of line with the economic arithmetic of a town
expects
get
to
man.
a
manage
that
to
a thousand children and twenty-tw- o
women for the same wages that is paid a plumber or less.
That Artesia
has the tense to see this point and raise the ante respectably U a proof of
the spirit that has built a city out of equal parts of dirt, artesian water and
blue sky.
Register-Tribun-

e

-
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The following might indicate 'hat the editor of the t'olfax County
Stockman, published at 'nr'nger, at corn time or other, picked up a smattering of biblical knowledge: "It is no tlsh story in the general meaning
of fish htorit-i- ,
but It is a true fish story that on the Fourth of July
Fprlnger is goii.g to feed several hundred pounds of tlsh caught out of
her local lakes, to her guests and home folks. Very few localities in
New Mexico could do this. As in ancient times we expect to Include bread
with the blil of fare and see that the inultituiW-- have plenty and that there

V

The following quotations were received by F. J. Oraf
Co.. brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 17. Barnett build-In- s,
Paw lew.
I want to go home
Albuquerque, N. M.:
Where thehlue gran grows
New York Mocks.
Hack east to my native health
October cotton
Prom the mesas away
Ill M
American
Sugar
To where wheat fields sway.
HUH
Amalgamated
Copper
MH
The cloudless skies beneath,
American Smelters
117
Hut I can't.
American Car Foundry
il
Atchison com
ft7T
I want to follow my wanderlust.
fi
Anaconda
O'er lake and plain and sea,
f)3
Baltimore and Ohio
I want to rest and recreate.
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
62
Where summer girls congregate.
Canadian
167
Pacific
H
aJI
you
Hut it Is
oft
see with me,
t'olorado Fuel
29
For I can't.
Chicago Great Western
S ?t
Krle com
21 H
The Santa Fe
Gt. N. ore Ctfs
61 '
Goes all the. way,
Ixiulsvllle and Nashville
112
Hut I ain t got no pass:
Missouri Pacific
Sadly I regard
734
Mexican Central
20
My last year s card.
New York Central
1104
Hut it n no bueno. alas.
Northern Pacific
123&4
The editor says It's no use to talk.
34
and Western
If I can't buy a ticket I'll have to Ontario
Pennsylvania
119
walk.
Reading
102
com
There ain't no pass for cubs this year
Rock Island com
20
So I don't go tripping east, I fear.
75
Southern Pacific
t ause I can t.
St. Paul
126', 4
8 "
Southern Rallwav
133
Cnton Pacific
Time an Rxcusv.
V.
33S. S.T
(From the Buffalo Kxpress. )
17 'i
Thomas A. Hueston. the rhamtilnn U. S. S. pfd
17
pool player of the world, replied to snannon
14
Greene Cananea
a toast on "The Spring."
155
Jtie spring." said Mr. Hueston. Calumet and Arizona
45
Old
Dominion
H
"has its Joys. It has its sorrows, too.
Mi1,.
North Butte
Here is a story:
23i
smith was suing Jones, his next Butte Coal
2
door neighbor, for five feet of ground, Santa Fe Copper
w nicn he claimed had been encroach
Gossip received Thursday morning,
ed on. Jones' lawyer began cross-- June
6, 1907:
examining him.
Cincinnati, June 6. Price Current
'Now, Mr. Smith, the lawyer said,
The winter wheat crop has imdid you or did you not tell mv client
Inst year that the five feet of ground proved during the past, week In the
regions.
central
In question belonged to him?'
The general crop situation Implies
" 'Permit
an
outlook for 6uu million bushels or
' 'No; 1 permit nothing. Answer
my question, yes or no. Did you more of winter and spring wheat.
a satisfactory
Oats
tell Mr. Jones those five feet of start andare not making
warmth would be beneficial.
ground belonged to him?'
progress.
slow
is
making
Corn
'Yes, I did, said Smith, desper
ately; 'but please remember that the
Chicago.
6.
L.
& B. Morning
June
month was April, and we were both letter Wheat
day brings
woratng our lawn mowers at the proof of very badEach
crop
situation and
"
time.'
low supplies for the most important
D
wheat sections of Kurope.
At the same time, there is more
Think It Over.
positive evidence of a half crop for
A preacher
came at a newspaper Kansas.
man in this way: "You editors do
trade yesterday showed its benot tell the truth. If you did you liefThe
in serious damage In that state
your newspapers by refusing
could not live:
accept the figures of
would be a failure." The editor re crop expert, to
wired that the yield
plied
"You are right, and the min- would be 75 who
per cent.
at all times and under
ister who
Mdlers are taking iwheat Pettier
all circumstances
tell the whole
for some time.
truth about his members, alive or than
Cash
here yesterday were 100
dead, will not occupy his pulpit more thousandsales
bushels.
tnan one Sunday, ana then he will
any
On
forced dip buy wheat
find it necessary to leave town In a quickly.
hurry." The press and the pulpit go
Nearly all crop reports agree
Corn
hand in hand with whitewash brushes
corn is very backward. Over a
anil pleasant words, magnifying little that
portion
of
belt it Is not out of ground.
virtues Into big ones. The pulpit, the
Is a buy on breaks, as it has
pen and gravestone are the great Corn
beert for weeks.
g
triumvirate.
And the
Country shippers of oats, who have
great minister went away looking been
the September short for
very thoughtful while the editor turn- weeksselling
past, are now buying back, ined to his work and told of the
dicating very poor crop outlook.
beauty of the bride, while
Stocks in the country are closely
in fact she was as homely as a mud cleaned Up.
fence.
Think buyers should take hold on
O
every soft spots.
Tlio Typlio.
Liverpool, June b. 1:30 p. m
The typho Is a funny man,
Wheat and corn unchanged.
He runs the big machine
That moulds the slug
Weather: Kansas generally cloudy
That prints these lines
and warmer; a few scattered showOf type so nice and clean.
ers reported In central
Kansas,
His sense of humor's quite acute
threatening rain generally.
A Joke he'll never miss,
St. Joseph cloudy and cool. Kansas
But he likes to wind up those you City cloudy, showers and warmer.
write
Nebraska City rained about one Inch
With a line something like this:
and still Ht it; warmer. Hastings
Brtsktnxyikynqrnwlelpox!brnxfckt
cloudy and cold; rained last night.
Lincoln raining and cool.
Hand him some careful writing
New York"'wirea: Cause of rise In
A studied peroration.
O'er which you've labored
half a Reading talk of 6 per oent dividend,
also rain In. few shorts. Market looks
night
over-solIn mental consternation;
Right in the middle he'll leave out
Kansas City Uvcstock.
The line most wanted in
Kansas City, June 6. Cattle reAnd In Its stead he ll blithely put
ceipts 7,000. Market steady to 10c.
This phrase to make 'em grin
lower. Southern steers $3.5Mi 5.50;
Zknskybltskdokrjcksmflhjyxtblt
southern cows $2.5M) 4.00 ; stockers
Dear typho. when your days are done and feeders S 3.60 fi 5.00; bulls $3.25
W 4.60;
calves $3.75 5.75; western
And it's "thirty twenty-three- "
fed steers $4.256.00; western fed
If I get to write your epitaph,
cows $3.204f 4.60.
This Is what it will be
Sheep receipts 6000. Market steady.
Hrllskydzkdmflxcfjoqlgkzpdq.
Muttons $5.60 v 6.75; lambs $6.50'tt)
THE Cl'H.
9.40; range wethers $5.73 'i 7.00; fed
ewes $4. 7 5 rn 6. 5,
'Hie Wrong Mr. Mac.
Meial Market.
Between acts at the Klks' opera
New York, June
6. Lead
dull
house
Saturday
night the tele- $5.7544)6.00;
uncopper nominal;
phone Jingled, and the obliging Hen-nl- e changed;
7 c.
66
silver
sprang to the receiver. "Hello,"
said an Impatient voice, "tell Mac to
Money Market.
call up
right
New York, June 6. Prime mercanaway, will you ?"
pa
oer 5K) per cent; money on
tile
"Mac who?" queried Hennle, but call easier, 1
per cent.
the other end had hung up.
"Toll
Mac well, now
Spelter Market
that's a
6. Spelter
firm,
St. Louis, June
corker that guy must think I'm a
I might go out und $6.40.
mind reader.
look over the house, though."
Ten minutes later Hennle was back HAIR DRESNER AND CHIROPOIn the olilce with a long sheet
DIST.
of
paper in his hand.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppoThe telephone
Jingled again Just as ho came in.
site the Alvarado and next door to
"Hello," came the same impatient Sturges' cafe. Is prepared to give
voice as before, "what the blazes Is thorough scalp treatment, do
hair
the matter with Mac? Can't you find dressing, treat corns, bunions and inhim?"
growing nails.
She gives massage
"If you'll tell me which Mac you treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
want, I'll try to," answered Hennle Bambini's own preparation of comsweetly,
plexion cream builds up the skin und
"Are there more than one of him? ' improves the complexion,
and is
"I have a list of fifteen on the first guaranteed not to be injurious. She
floor.
You can take your choice
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
McKee, McDonald. MeGuyn. McOaf-fe- and iirevents dandruff
and hair fallMcCanna. Mcintosh, McLandress, ing out; restores life to dead hair;
McLaughlin, McManus,
Macpherson, removes moles, warts and superfluous
" hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
McRae. MoCuthcheon, MeGuIre
"Hold on," the voice broke In, machines.
For any blemish of the
"Isn't MoGlnty there?"
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini,
"No; I think he Is at the bottom of
ti
Railroad avenue." answered Hennle.
OLD ALFALFA.
THIS
"Well, you might call of calling off IS CHOICE
SAKE l'OR YOU It MtH'K, HAVthe rest of the list.
There seems to ING NONK OF Til E DANGERS OF
be a slight misunderstanding.
I said XEWI.Y CUT ALFALFA.
Mack, not Mac
George K
E. V. FEE.
Mack on the stage sabe?"
SOI "I'll FIRST ST.
"Oh," said Hennle.
PIIONi: H.

mil

Wtather experts iy that the protracted cold spell is due to cold air
spilling over from the Arctic region. And Mill a few people want to rind the
north polt.
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Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex.
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Ernest Meyers, manager of Ernest
Meyers & Co., and Ueorge Camfield,
well known local business men.
were talking about odd characters of
Albuquerque this morning.
old John
"Io you remember
"Yes, very
asked Meyers.
well," answered Camfield.
everyone
"Well, as
knows, old
Banden died several years ago after
a residence
here of twenty-fiv- e
years." said Meyers.
"At the time
Hodey
was practicing
law here, and his office was over
Mandell's store. Like a good many
other residents, old Banden often
needed the services of a lawyer, and
going up to Rodey's office one day
he knocked on the uoor. supposing
that all lawyers were judges, Banden
stuck his head In the door and asked:
"Is Judge Hodey in?"
"Kodey is now it federal judge in
Porto Rico, but at that time he was
willing to fight anyone who called
him judge.
Jumping
out of his
chair and hopping about like a chlck-- i
off,
en with its head cut
he yelled:
"No, sir. Judge liodey is not in,
but Mr. Hodey is."
"At .that time Hodey had a stenogwas as
who
rapher named Sims.
black as a negro can be. but an ex
Sims fell off
cellent stenographer.
his chair backwards, while Banden
slammed the door shut and took two
Jumps to the street.
Sims is considered one of the most competent
stenographers among the various detoday.
partments
at Washington
Hodey is still a judge In Porto Rico,
and old Banden is dead."
two
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The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

gists.

SANTA
BASF It LL Sl ND W.
FE CENTRALS Vs. M. IN TOM I

Phone 98

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

HICOWNS.

The Albuquerque
Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any (Style runamus a Spesteam
Clothing
cialty
Cleaned and Pressed.
to
Orders Attended
Promptly.
I'x-prr-

Corner
St.
3rd Si Cold Ave.

Highland Livery
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COPYRIGHT

THE CHILDREN OP TODAY ARE
WOMfc.N or
Phone f80.
tut. aw.TOMORROW.
Do not Injure their phvckal and
mental well being with indigestible
bread. Remember, they grow bf:
when fed best.
Select a quality ot
you know is made riKht I.,
bread
a specialty. Best every that
Saddle horse
way.
Under
condidrivers in the city. Proprietor of tions, of good flour, sanitary
properiy mixer,
"tiadie," the picnic wagon.
and baked, so as to be wholesome ana
HAMBKOOK IiR05.
nutritious. Mailings' bread on tria.
112 John Street will
Phone 506.
be found to fulfill every reuu'

.
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Hatters

let us tell you about it. Prices: $10.00, $20.00, $22.00,
$30.00, $40.00, $50.00, $60.00, $100 and up.
We carry the largest stock of Machines and Records in New Mexico. Take
advantage of this Easy Payment Offer.

hAK An land

I24 South Second St.

if

bowels should have immediate attention. The best thing ,that can be
given is Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Itemedy, followed by
cantor oil as directed with each bottle
of the remedy. For sale by all drug-
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There Are No Better

I
Not Neg'tect the Children.
At this season of the year the first
looseness of a child's
unnatural

ONE DOLLAR
ONCE A WEEK
WILI UUV TJ K MACHINK

1

CHICKERING
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wrae to our store and

PIANO

BUY A

aaaa

This Week We Will Offer any Style of the Victor Talking Machines
or rjaiBon rnonograpns on
irj x MiUiN To.
mm

WHEN YOU BUY A

m

VICTOR TALKING
s
NE WEEK

Something
be done and done quickly.
Since
the president 5 S
called a halt In the ftke animal and nature toii, there is a growing fear V
tbat some oi.e will write a story about the New Mvxico lamb that ran down
and killed a coyote.
rfL
One .f the mature realists asks the president Vo letract, and says he
expecth him to. This looks like pleading guilty o the possession of
Imagination.

The j.'iebideijt has made

ii-f-

-

Is to opiire."

Apples are being whipped to New York from Australia.
apple.' Jt awd to be a native fruit.

tM7.
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AND AUXILIARY NEW 9 SERVICE.

eJair Pfaij in Haywood tFriaC
world-wid-

MAY

MARKETS

i

EVENING CITIZEN

Tmi'.snAY,

MATTISUCCI

PIONEER BAKERY
807
South

and repair-erirt.t olaws
Just received tJiipnient of new

Dr. Williiiinh- Indian Pu
,0:ntuient will cuie bilLd
......
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File.
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ESTABLISHED 1000.

GREEN FRONT,

208 WEST GOLD AVE.

We still have ajfew rented pianos on hand. Bargain prices; easy payments.

Pint Street.

r.

105 North First St.
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PEERLESS HOME MADE
CANDIES.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
STORE.
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Pineapples
White Cherries
Black Cherries
Strawberries
Blackberries
Loganberries

AN

Native Cabbage
tUtn. t-
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Cauliflower
Green Beans
Wax tJeans

Rheubarb
Tomatoes
Asparagus
Young Carrots

P
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JACK"
ALBUOUEROU E

I0DAY
Indian Fighter. Author. Poet.
Lecturerand Humorist Spent
Few Moments Here.
Capt. J. W. Crawford,
Indian
lighter, author, poet, lecturer, entertainer and humorist, better known as
"Captain Jack," passed through Albuquerque thin morning on train No.
10, en route to Chicago
from his
home In San Marcial.
"'I have a very pleasant home near
San llarclul," sail Captain
this
morning.
"It Is within forty-riv- e
miles of the San Andreas mountains,
where I own a number of mining
properties, yielding copper and lead.
I usually spend my vacations there,
testing and preparing for the coming
season on the lecture platform.
Ioves the West.
"I love the west, and especially
New Mexico, although I have to admit I am not In this section often, but
I can truly say that I have been a
resident and citizen of New Mexico
years.
for twenty-seve- n
Hefore leav.
ing for the east I went to Kl Paso
my
V.
to visit
daughter, Mrs. L.

long flowing hair, pointed mustache
and goatee causing many of the depot
employes to believe that he was Colonel Cody "Buffalo Bill."
In Mrs. McKinlcy's Memory.
While at his retreat, as he calls
his San Marcial home. Captain Jack
wrote the words for a song called
"Faith," In memoriam to the late
Mrs. William McKinley.
In his lectures Crawford
recites
poems, tells stories and impersonates
famous characters of the old frontier
days.

Just before No. 10 pulled out for
the east. United States Marshal
Crelghton M. Foraker walked up and
the marshal and poet shook hands
and were quickly engrossed In each
other, telling stories of old times and
reciting reminiscences.
stop your pain free.
To show
you lirst before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can d , I
will mail you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Whoop's Headach
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
111

Summer

George Hutchinson,
the veteran
colored horseshoer who has been In
the employ of T. J. Shinnick, proprietor of a blacksmith shop on Copper
avenue between Second and Third
streets, is about to retire after working fifty years at his trade.
"1 was born in 1 84 1," said Hutchinson this morning, "and I was a
slave before the war. I was owned
by a Scotchman named Tom Moore
at Winchester, Ky. 1 gained my
freedom and enlisted for the civil
war in the 116th Kentucky volunsome hard righting In
teers. I
the war and was present at General
I also fought in the
Lee's surrender.
battles of Petersburg and Deep Hot-to- n
and other smaller engagements.
"I'm getting old now I'm Hixty-sl- x
and I've always had to work
pretty hard. I guess It's about time
me
for
to Quit. I get a pension of
12 a month from the government
and 1 own a little home of my own
and 1 guess I can make out somehow for my old woman and children.
"1 have seven children aim one of
them Is married. 1 didn't get married till IN; and mid my wife is
twenty years younger than I am.
She was not a slave like me.
"In the civil war I never was
wounded in a battle, but 1 was once
blown up by a shell.
It happened
this way: 1 was fooling around
where the cannon shells were und I
dropped a lighted match into a shell
that I thought was empty. It was
not empty, though, and 1 took a little ride up toward golden glory. If
there had been much powder in that
shell 1 never would have come down,
1
reckon. As it was It didn't damage me much and 1 was soon uble
to be around again.
"After the war 1 enlisted In the
9th I'nited States cavalry, troop L.,
and served as horseshoer in the army
for ten years. It was at that time
I come out
We
to this country.
fought the Indians, the Apaches
In
mostly,
this territory and Arizona
and had some pretty tough scraps
with old San lieronimo, let me tell
you. It was a wild country In them
days.
"Albuquerque, when I come here
wasn't here at all. only o.a town.
The river run right through where
tho city now stands. A whole lot
of changes have taken place since
them days.
"1 have been working for Mr. Smn-nlc- k
twenty years and 1 hate to quit
him, but my time for rest has come.
1
can't stand hard work like 1 used
to.
"I guess I have shoed enough
horses In my day to pull this old
world around the other way, but we
all is bound to get old some time or
other and can't go on shoeing horses
or nothing else all the time."
George Hutchinson does not look
his age. He could easily pass for
forty years In spite of the varied
hardships and experiences
he nus
gone through with in his eventful

RETURNING

A body, reposing In the usual style
of coffin and box, passed through the
city yesterday enroutw from Albuquerque to Denver. There was nothing extraordinary about the appearance of the coffin box, but It represented a defiance of Mexico's laws by
Americans.
Smuggled I tod j.
Determined that the body of his
brother, Albert Carlbonl, should not
remain burled in the City of Mexico,
and declining to pay the fee of $3,000
demanded by the government. I". J.
Carlbonl of Denver, has successfully
smuggled the body across the border
and It is now safe In Denver.
Aided by I'rlcn.N.
Mr. Carlbonl did not do the work
himself, but he planned it. and two
lenver men, friends of the family,
risked their liberty to help him, and
they notified him Tuesday that they
had reached El Paso with the body.
The names of these daring men are
withheld by Mr. Carlbonl, who. however, frankly told his connection with
the affair.
Warped by the trouble Edward
Heitler of Denver, had when he attempted to have the body of a daughter removed from the City of Mexico
some time ago, Caribonl decided not
to ask the aid of the United States
government in the matter, as the
Heltlers did. His brother Albert died
July 10 last, and although he wired
the authorities In Mexico not to bury
the body until he could arrange for
the funeral, it was interred twelve
hours after death.
Asked Ijirge l'ee.
Then when he asked to have it
sent to Denver the government Informed him that he would first have
to pay a fee of $3,000 exacted when
a corpse Is sent out of the country.
A similar fee was demanded of the
Heltlers, and although
the United
Interceded,
States government
the
Mexican authorities would not relent
from their stand.

EXCITING

A. W. Hayden. a local contractor,
has Just been awarded the contract to
erect 4 large mess hall and dormitory
for the United States Indian school
In Albuquerque.
The building sites
are being staked out today.
The
cost of the two buildings will be
about HO, 000, the appropriation of
which was made at the last session of
congress.
Mr. Hayden has the plans in his
office and they call for two modern
structures equipped with every conThey will be built of
venience.
Santa Fe brick and the services of
from fifteen to twenty workmen will
be required continuously until
the
buildings are completed.
The contract demands that the work be finished by December 1. 17.
Mew Hall.
The mess hall will be 35x103 feet
In dimensions and a model of Its kind.
The kitchens are to be replete with
every convenience and appliance for
providing the students with healthful
food.
No expense will be spared to
provide the best facilities for handling
a large number of boarders. The hall
will be one story and architecturally
beautiful.
Now Ifcirmltnrv.
The dormitory will be two stories,
with a basement. This structure will
be furnished with tub and shower
baths, steam beating, electric lights
and will be sanitary In every respect.
Externally it will be Imposing and
one of the best in the southwest.
At present the Indian school can
only accommodate 300 pupils.
With
the new dormitory and mess, hall the
capacity will be Increased to 450
boarding pupils.
This means th?t
150 more Indian children will have
advantage
the
of securing an education. Work on the buildings will be
commenced Immediately.

TO PRISON

Santa Fe. N. M., June 6. After a
year's liberty, James Grimes, one of
the convicts who escaped front the institution in a carload of brick, is once
more an inmate of the territorial penitentiary. He was returned to the
prison Tuesday night by Sheriff Chas.
C. Closson, who brought him from
Clay Center, Kan., where the fugitive
was apprehended about two weeks
ago.
(Jrimes admitted his identity and
told Sheriff Closson of how he and his
companions had made their escape.
The two convicts concealed themselves In a car which was loaded with
brick at the penitentiary and were
not missed until after the shipment
had left the prison grounds. As soon
as the car reached the railroad yards
the fugitives climbed out and under
cover of darkness struck out along
the track of the Denver &
lilo
Grande railroad.
Crimes said he and his companion
separated at an arroyo north of tiie
city and he lost no lime in getting
out of New Mexico.
Sheriff Closson went last week to
Topeka,
his
here he presented
d
requisition papers to Governor
V. Hoch, who made no objection to the extradition of Grimes.
Grimes had been sentenced to seven
years' imprisonment and has about
years yet to serve.
four and one-ha-

V.

Co.

TO
corner lots on West
Also lots n (Sold and
Silver avenues. Some good bargains
In houses and lots In all parts of the
city.
See
Dunbar's Heal Kstate
.SHU-

Columbus
Hotel
Guests

Never
Grumble

Some good
Goal avenue.
Agency.

"Dr. Thomas' Kclectrlc Oil Is the
best remedy for that often fatal disease croup. Has been used with sue-ce- s
in our family for eight years."
Mrs. I,. Whiteacre, Buffalo, X. Y.

m'V YOVIt ICE CI IE AM AND
CAMIY AT
GOI'PS, CXJIINKK
FOritTH AM) ltAILItO.il,

Al

SAVE MONEY.

UPHOLSTERING

RACE

FOR

THE

FAIR

"To make the territorial fair a success," said M. L. Stern, first vice
president of the Territorial Fair association, "we must have plenty of
money at call to Insure Independent
action in contracting for features,
and we must also have novel attractions.
The people demand some
special new feature. We want all
y
stand-bthe old
attractions, but we
must have something essentially new
also.

"I once witnessed a cowboy race.
It was one of the most thrilling exhibitions I ever saw, and I don't believe it has ever been given In this
part of the country.
We have had
broncho busting and all that, but the
real cowboy race is entirely different.
"The race is like this.
A
starts from a given point on
his pony and gallops to another given
point, where he must pick up a comrade while the horse is on the run,
after which the two ride together.
It Is individual racing only one contestant races at a time. The one who
makes the best time over the prescribed course and conforms to all
the conditions wins,
"For expert and daring horsemanship, this kind of a race affords all
that can be desired in that line. The
risks the cowboys will lake and the
feats they will perform in order to
win this race are startling.
The description may not , give an adequate
idea of the exhibition, but in the performance of It there is an element of
excitement which thrills te most Indifferent person.
"Such an attraction would not be
costly.
All the
want is
a small prize and transportation for
We could get all the
self and pony.
contestants we wanted from not very
distant points In this territory and
Arizona."
TAKING
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Expert From Eastern Factories!
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216 N. Second
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Comne in

our floor.

to those who take up shorthand and typewriting or bookkeeping on the scholarship
plan. Write or call at the Library building for further Information. Address the

Library Bldg.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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Our Prices Are the Lowest

ALBERT FABER'S

Albuquerque
Business Collect

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Staab Building

ll

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
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made to him, and that he prays for
an accounting and final settlement to
recover the sum of $2,000, with Interest, and that the partnership be
dissolved.
The national guard encampment
will be held at Las Vegas either on
the 10th of 15th of July.
Tonight at the Traction Turk Casino "The
will once
more hold sway. Ity reason of the
many requests from persons who
were unable to see the piece when
it was put on a few weeks ago, the
management has consented to give
the public another chance to see it.
Beginning tonight "Trie
will be played till Sunday evening
when a new musical play will be
produced.

SAM KEE

city-ove-

$8

.

f,

Call up 597
LINE

.

Groceri

Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
,

The Champion Grocery Co.
K22-62-

MATTKTCCI BROS.
Y. TIJeras Ave.
PboM

4

LINE

fr. Allen
r

208

West Gold
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BUYING DAYS

Easy Terms

"

V'

an j
Low Prices

Do you Intend buying- a .ehlcle to enjoy the summer month? If yoii
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehlcte
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Incomes.
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring- Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Com and
us.

Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First and TIJeras Road.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

j

j

Where to Dtne Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
.
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

Under

Hote
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Propwctoi
feSa-vo-
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes tbe
.duties lighter, tbe cares less
and the worries fewer.
TOC

XEtD

A

The
telephone
your health, prolongs jomt Ufa
and protects your home.

TELEPHONE

IN YOCH IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
0OK)OO0O0O0COK) C00000000X)CIK?5

?K0X0000000K0

FLr SCREENS

Door screens as strong as Bn ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strer.gth and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad- e

MILL,
SUPERIOR
PLANINGTTlVf
SEE OL'K NEW llKiniC
TUTTT

1

(Elrauut0 anil pmsahti JOnrka
F'tnch Dry en J Steam Cltaning, Wt Cuaranlct not to Shrink
tht most Dtiical of Loditt Garment).

' Fait

CooJt CalleJ for and DtlioertJ.

.

8HERWIN-W1LLIAM-

J.IN C.NATIVE
BALDRIDGE
AND CHICAGO
PAINT

3
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looks
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Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
--

Out of Town Otdtn Ootn Prompt AtttiUton

MRS. ROSE HENRY

Covers more,

LUMBER

th longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster. Lime. Cement
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBCQCERQrE. NEW JIEX.

e Make a Specialty of Cleaning, pressing and Repairing

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES
I

DEALER

cccooocoooc

HENRY'S

V
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THESE ARE
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"Wh.il we need is a good stage
line to
said K. M. Kenton,
county sureor of Sandoal county,
In
who is
Albuquerque looking after
ourl business relative to some frjec-:io- n
eases on the Jemez land grant.
"If Jeinez was a little better connected with the outside world It would
A good stage line
be a great benefit.
from AlbuueriUe to Jemez is a
our district ought to draw
u great many visitors every summer
on account of the excellent trout fishing we have up there, but the place
is too inaccessible.
To be ure the
mail carrier runs a sort of a stage,
hut his facilities are inadequate. Most
of those who do come our way have
to come In a private conveyance.
"our part of the territory is not
settling up very fast, but we will attract immigration in time. Ours is
a good cattle country, the grazing is
fine this year and my own cattle are
in a thriving condition.
"If we could only have a trolley
whizzing Into Jemez vvery day. it
would not be long before the country
would fctttle up."

We have Just received a
splendid variety of theee
reliable willow goo da In
Chairs,
Rockers, Settees
and Table In natural finish.

Special Rates

Hunter's Wagon Yard

FEELS NEED
OF A STAGE

Furniture

charge of the summer school for the seventh,
eighth, ninth and tenth grade
subjects. Also Spanish. This
Is
most excellent opportunity
to review these subjects or to
In
make up any subject
which you are deficient.
will have

2IS South Saeond Strati
James Stryker, of near this city,
has a machine which he proposes to
Dealer In
have patented in the near future. It Mexican Drawn Work, Indian and JapIs a dairy machine, capable of saving considerable work in handling anese Novelties including Japanese Hand
dairy products.
Painted China Ware J J J J J
H. A. Esiennieyer, night clerk at
the Alvarado, will leave tonight for
El Paso, from which place he will go
to Trenton, III., und then to Colorado, where he will enter a big hotel
200 N. BROADWAY
as clerk.
Miss Ford, connected with the InWe buy and sell horses, buggies,
dian bureau in Washington, Is here
everything In live stock and vetoday. Miss Ford spends her time and
hicles.
between the pullo of Acoma and
Laguna, where she instructs the InTELEPHONE 627
dians to Improve tnelr uotterv.
Hev. T. C. Beattie, a former pastor!
of the Presbyterian church of Albu- querque. Is expected to arrive here Consult
a Reliable Dentist
tomorrow nignt. Me win oe a guest
of Dr. Cornish. 123 South Waller
street, and will remain in the
lull Set of Tcvlh
Sunday.
(.old l illing
91.50 up
The case of the Jemez Land com$H
pany vs. James Smith is before Judge Gold Crowns
.
,50c
Atibott In the district court today, Painless Ktia-lliibut as yet no settlem.ft has been
reached. The land company charges ALL WORK ABSOUTKLY filAR-AXTEE- I.
that James Smith is duelling Illegally
on property owned by the company,
and they want to eject him.
Frank
W. Clancy Is the attorney
for the
defendant and A. IS. McMUlen represents the plaintiff.
John Symonds. a mining man from
Sonoro. Mexico, is in the city today.
Mr. Symonds has an
appointment
BBS. t OI'P ami PETT1T.
with a physician in Chicago for FriBOOM
N. T. ARMI.IO BI.DO.
day, but on account of the delay
caused by the derailment near Kennedy he said today that he was not
sure whether he would arrive In the
Windy (ity in time or not. He wired
his physician. akinn him to post pone
the engagement
Saturday.
When in need of anything in the
A case was Wed in the district
1JAKKRV
court this afternoon by Attorney H.
W. I
Bryan, representing the plain- French Bakery Co,
202 E. R.R.Ave.
tiff, of W. H. Gr-ev. D. K. H Sellers. The plaintiff alleges that he. In
partnershln with riie defemlani cm.
ducted the Casl'io at Traction park:
during the months of July, August!
and September, in lnti.5. and that it
Gulvanlu-Iron Cornice, Tin Hoofwas agreed that the profits should
Tanks, Galvanized
be shared.
The Cai:io w as conduct- - ing, Sheep-di- p
Work.
ed under the name of the t'usim Water Tanks, Pipe and
Amusement company.
The plaintiff!
1- -2
claims that no accounting was everj

Crelghton
M.
Foraker,
United
Stales marshal, and James Smith and
Harry Cooper, deputy marshals, left
this morning on train No. 10 for
Santa Fe. where Ihey will take charge
of live federal prisoners now conlineu
in the territorial penitentiary, and
convey them to the federal prison at
Leaven worth.
Kach prisoner will wear the famous Oregon boot on his left leg, besides having his hands safely clasped
In Kteel bracelets.
While Marshal
Foraker does riot look for any trouble
among them, he is prepared for any
break they might make.
James Chambers, one of the lifers.
Is considered the most dangerous of
the men. During the lust few months,
since he learned that he was to be
transferred to Leavenworth, Chambers has "got religion." He prays,
sings, shouts and exhorts his fellow
prisoners, all of which Is in violation
of the territorial prison rules, and as
a result Chambers has spent considerable time in the solitary.
The tlve prisoners to be taken to
Leavenworth compose the second lot
transferred since the act of congress
ordering all federal prisoners to federal penitentiaries
The other party
was the three Hlack brothers, who
robbed a Itock Island
train
in the southeastern part of the territory. They were sentenced l 10114
terms.
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PRISONERS

TO LEAVENWORTH
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POSTMASTER.
Simon Hioo has been appointed
1 postmaster
at Grants, N. M.
Imp-tirHeavy.
blood
makes a
muddy, pimply complexion, headaches,
Indigestion.
nausea.
Thin
TRAIN ARRIVALS.
blood makes you weak, pale, sickly.
Hurdock
Itlood
Hitters makes the
No. 1 First and second sections, blood rich,
red, pure restores per:30 p. m.
fect
health.
7
No.
On time.
No. !! On time.
VOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
No. H On time.
No. 4 On time.
WAXTED At once, good waitress
$30. room and board.
Also carI'. 1. Sanchez, of Valencia, is In the
penters with tools. Colburn's Emcity today.
'
agency.
ployment
X. Levy left last night for I'ueblo,
TO TRADE Twenty-on- e
Colo., on business.
Jewel Walt"
ham watch for pony and buggy.
The Mcintosh Browns are booked to
212 West Silver.
play the Santa Fe team next Sunday
.
o
at Traction park.
NOTICE.
Joseph Hrewitt, of the firm of
All members, their families and the
I'rewitt & I'rewltt, is In Lordsburg, public
generally are Invited to attend
Grant county, on business.
the annual memorial service of the
Miss G. M. Chllders, daughter of Woodmen of the World at 3 p. m. on
Attorney Chllders, left this afternoon Sunday, June th, at the Lead avenue
for Los Angeles, to spend the sum- M. E. church. Bev. Rollins will de
mer.
liver the memorial address and a
The regular meeting of the ladies special choir will slug.
Come and
of the G. A. K. will occur at 2 o'clock help us remember the dead.
tomorrow afternoon at the home of
D. E. PHILIPPH. Clerk.
Mrs. Kneefe, 612 South Edith street.
Stated communication of Temple
11ASK HALL fcCNDAY.
SANTA
Lodge, Xo. 6, A. F. arid A. M., at 8 FE
MoINTOSII
VS.
CENTRALS
o'clock this evening. Work In the E. ItROWNS.
A. degree.
By order of the secretary, W. M. J. C. Ferger.
Stops Itching Instantly. Cures piles,
eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives,
George A. Wagoner, Jr., Pablo
r.
William Keagan and James herpes, scabies I loan's Ointment. At
Smith, all of this city, have been any drug store.
granted pensions of $12 per month,
commencing with March 1, 1907.
FEE'S fiOOU, COLD BOOT BEEK
F. Joseph Kavauy was married to AT WALTON'S Iini'd STORK
Miss Daisy
last evening at
the Methodist parsonage by Hev llo.
Hns. A few Intimate friends of the
young couple witnessed the cere-

Kd-war-

A few

Futrelle Furniture

FOR TWO NEW

BROTHER OUT OF

ALBUQUERQUE

life.
Keckhart."
When Captain Crawford left the
train this morning and walked towards the Harvey lunch room, he (SCAPED CONVICT
attracted quite a bit of attention, his

nice pieces of second-han- d
furniture at great bargains. W.

$40,000

DEAD

George Hutchinson. Former Daring Denver Men Rescued Contractor A. W. Hayden Will
Body. Risking Their Own
Begin Work on Dormitory
Slave. Saw Some Hard
Fighting.
Lives For Their Friend.
and Mess Hall at Once.

New Beets
New Turnips
1
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I'lty Star)
(Helen Itmtluml in Kun-ti- i
"Why (In you tluh when he p.iss-?- "
I
reproachfully,
demanded
stooping to pick up Kitty's fan ns
Clement Carter disappeared Into the
house.
"I didn't," declare.! Kilty. Indignantly.
"And
"You Muttered." I retorted.
that's the same thing."
"I what?" Kitty sat up straight
and (raxed al me In cons ei nation.
"Dropped your fan. I explained,
"and lost the thread of your conversation,
and tried to get Into the
"
shadow and
"Is that ftutterliiK. Mr. Curtis?"
Kitty looked at me In a way I don't
well, In a way that disconcerts me,
you know. But I held my ground
obstinately.
"It's a habit." I explained, "that
all women have at the approach of
norne men: and sotne women have at
the approach of all men. It's a sort
of subtle tribute to our fascinations
"
and
Kitty dropped her fan a rain: and
he
this time It snapped in two.
bit her lips.
"It can be repaired," I said sooth-

ingly, examining the Ivory handle.
"Never!" cried Kitty, vehemently.
"'What:"
"The insult." she declared furiously, "which you have offered to to
my sex! Just lis if I were an old
maid!" she added, with true feminine paradox.
"Aren't old maids of your sex?" I
asked in frentle surprise.
"They're the only ones who flutter."
"I've
"Not at all," 1 retorted.
asserted Kitty, positively,
known plenty of widows who changed color and their conversation at
the mere entrance of a man upon the
scene; and dozens of debutantes who
or tremulous the
became tongue-tie- d
moment a decent looking chap appeared In the drawing room. Even
most married women," 1 added, "lo.se
their poise and the point of their
remarks at sight of the approach of
n masculine creature. It doesn't seem
age or
to be a matter of a woman's
"
her condition, but
"Of the Importance she accords
to men," broke In Kitty scathingly.
"There are individuals of both sexes," she added witherlnly. "who are
too easily Impressed by the opposite
"Not at all." I objected. "I tiever
knew a schoolboy so inslgmncant and
homely and Inconsequential that he
didn't scorn girls. You see. to men.
woman Is a sidedish, a mere Incident, while to a woman, man represents the whole menu of social existence, the piece de resistance, the
Alnhn nnd Ompea. the hetrlnninir nnil
the end. " She always takes him serl- ously
"Oh, not always!" Kitty looked at
ine with a significance that could not
be misunderstood and which spurred
me to revenge.
"Oh. well," I said, flicking my cigarette nonchalantly, "did you ever
know a man who turned pink and
dropped his gloves and putted his
back hair and glanced in .ue mirror
to see if his hat was on straight Just
because he saw a woman coming
down the street?"
"Of course." proceeded Kitty, Ignoring my thrust, "there are plenty
of women who overrate men and
through magnifyand look at them
"
ing glasses
w
ho
'flutter,' " I put It has"And
tily, "at their mere presence."
"But," she continued coldly, "they
are women who don't know them."
"What?"
"Old maids," returned Kitty, "and
widows whose husbands have been
dead a long time and young girls who
have no brothers to help them get a
true perspective on the masculine
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creature. And there are other women
so abnormally
and vain
that they can't be their natural selves
In the presence of any man."
"It's awfully flattering." I began
enthusiastic, illy, "to think that we
"
can be so agitating
"oh. it Isn't "the man that really
agitates the
retorted Kitty.
"No." I rejoined promptly. "It's the
set of their
or the tilt of their
hats, or the curl of their hair, or the
thought of whether there Is any powder on their noses, or of what they
"
shall say to be scintillating, or
"Isn't this the seventh waltz?" asked Kitty suddenly, rising and look
ing earnestly at her programme.
"I
must go."
"But," I continued Imperturbably.
"all the same they never worry aoout
these thing" until they see a man
coming, and then they can no more
resist patting their pompadours nnd
changing their attitudes and biting
their lips than they can resist a man
who makes love to them, or strawberry Ice cream, or the dark corner
"
of a piazza
"Mr. Carter mil't bo looking for
me." persisted Kitty.
"oh. no." I retorted. "I just saw
lilm come out will: the Tredvvay girl.
Are you going to 'flutter' again. Kitty?' For Kitty had sat down with
a sudden exclamation and was nervously pulling the remains of her fan
to shreds.
"The Idea." she exclaimed Indignantly, "of accusing me of of anything like that, only unpopular women 'Mutter.'." Kitty tlung out the
word scornfully.
"They are unpopular because they
do flutter." I contended calmly lighting another cigarette.
"of course," I said, relenting a little, "there are plenty of women who
do take men as a side dish; but they
are either those who are born with a
'mission' or those who are like yourself. Kitty."
"What?" Kitty looked up suspiciously.

"Who have so many side dishes."
I explained, "and are so constantly
in the company of men that they lose
that awe and reverence, that magni"
fying glass view uf the sex
"Sh!" cried Kitty, as a dark form
emerged from the vines and passed
so near us that he swept Kitty's
ruffles. "There he goes!"
"The devil!" I ejaculated.
"No. Clement Carter."
corrected
Kitty.
"Kitty!" I exclaimed reproachfully,
"you're tearing that fan to pieces."
Kittv dropped the bauble nervously.
"There!" I exclaimed, picking up
the scraps, "you were fluttering."
"I wasn't."
"And at the near sight of him!" I
looked my disgust.
" Ml, no." declared Kitty hastily,
"not at sight of him. It was for
fear he might catch sight of me, Mr.
Curtis."
"What?"
"And you." added Kitty.
"That's very sweet of you," I began.
"And because." continued Kitty,
carefully fitting the thicks of her
fan together, "he once said that
whenever he wanted to find me he
had only to look in a dark corner
"For you!" I exclaimed In feigned
surprise.
"No for you." retorted Kitty.
"Clement Carter," I declared, belli"
gerently, "is
"Stop!" cried Kitty.
"
"Is
"You shan't talk about my friends."
"Is the most envious man I know."
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At least a thousand watermelons
were brought to town and sold to
dealers during the past week. The
melons are large and finely flavored.
Yutna, on the Colorado, and the Imperial valley In California will have
lo wake up If they are to get ahead
of Tucson in producing early melons,

MiM-niAi-

il.l It
OIT.

TO

(Ity
(iardncr.)
Washington. D. ('.. June 6. Amaz-- i
lug petit graft Is show n in the Itetnlz- ed account of the incidental expenses
of members of the I'nited States senate, one of the most interesting docu- merits published. It. is usually a year
or so in arrears but it Is none the
less edifying when It appears.
Witness the following Items from
the annual reports of the secretary
of the senate bringing the record up
to June 30. 1906:
January 13, for mineral waters'
furnished the senate from July 1 to
December 2, 157 cases, total cost
(hI-mi-

savs the Tucson I'ost.

William Waite. aged 45. a woods-snicid- e
in a spec-a- t
man. committcil
Saunders. Ariz.,
tacular manner
last evening In the presence of a
wd of people.
Just before a tj.
H. train came along. Waite knelt beside the track, placed his neck on the
rail nnd hung on until struck anil
decapitated.
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'oudray's

MAX

toilet

m

surplus, $100,000

soap

(this item alone is $lUi.8!). one
drachm attar of roses, six ounces extract of roses, two ounces quince seed,
bot-

INTEREST

three ounces oil of bergamot, six
tles hcrpiclde, one gallon American
cologne, two quarts glycerine, three
ounces salts of tartar, two pounds
gum camphor. 12 boxes absorbent
cotton, and about $300 worth of natr
brushes and tooth brushes.
on the first ot May, 1906. the sen- -
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January 3, for furnishing the sen- Silver City. X. M.. Is fast getting
between November 14 and De- the automobile fever. At the pres- ate
IS, 4
gallons of alcohol,
cember
ent time there are four nutos there,
, dozen vaseline, 1 dozen bottles
some live or six more ordered. The
Simla Klta stage will have a large soda and pepsin granules. 1 dozen
er automobile in use
soon.
The Mogollon stage operators
placed
have
orders for several large
power cars to be usee! between Silxer
City and Mogollon district.

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts- - Capital. (ISO. 000. 00.
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In the county Jail at Tuca bunch of Japanese Immigrants all wearing medals to Indicate that they had seen service in
war, are repentthe
ing at present the error of their ways
In coming Into this country In viola
tion of the new immigration laws
requiring passports direct from the
home country to this country. The
Japanese heretofore had come across
the line In large number after having shipped to some port on the Mexican coast.
Tuesday news reached this city
from Cleveland, Ohio, of the death
in that city. May 30, of Hezekiah
Itrnoks, one of the founders of Pres-cot- t,
and who. since his arrival here
In 1863, had been continuously Idensays the
tified with Its progress.
Prescott. Ariz., Miner. Only a short
time ago he left his home here for
Cleveland, to visit a nephew and
some surviving friends of his youth,
apparetitly In the best of health for
a man of bis years, hence his death
He built
Is a matter of surprise.
the first log house In Prescott.

Confined
son. Ariz.,
Russo-Japane-

DEPOSITORY FOU THE ATCIIISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE

3 1

RI.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

street and the couple were alone at
the time. When questioned by the
police, neither the wounded man nor
Ills assailant would give any InforJealousy Is the supposed
mation.

er

ii

PlIteSHU

A murderous attack was made upon Heed Hascomb, a bartender, by a
woman named Soledad Valencia, nt
Tucson, Ariz., Monday. The affair
took place In an apartment on Court

Chief of Police Hopley, of Tucson,
Ariz., is on the lookout for a
couple who have eloped
from that state and are said to be
headed for Tucson. The chief received a letter from an Irate farmer,
who Is willing to pay 2' to locate
the elopers. The girl Is described as
a "good dresser and wears a cowboy hat.
She eloped with a sheep-herdand they are headed for

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell.
Geo. Arnot. O. E. Cromwell.

for many years
has conducted a store on Meyers
In
Ariz.,
street.
died yesterPhoenix,
day afternoon nt 2:110 o'clock after
a long illness at Mot Springs. Ark.
In compliance with his wish the funeral will he held at Hot Springs. The
deceased leaves a family of seven,
four boys and three girl si all of
w horn are living in Phoenix.
II. Meneger, who

motive.

and

--

ALBUQUERQUE,

mama

Till'. CAPITOL A
bottles pepsin tablets, sharpening 9
pairs of shears. 43 'a pounds mop
sponges, 1 gross Tripoli. 1 dozen bottles oda and pepsin granules. 1 quart
benzine, 2 bottles bromo seltzer, 5
gallons witch hazel, na dozen blacking brushes. 1 case Red Raven Splits.
thermometer.
dozen Pears'
soap. 2 dozen Colgates' cas-til- e
soap, 1 dozen physicians and surgeons' soap, total $Ui2.IJ6.
On November L'.l a bill was paid
for tho following:
Six boxes shampoo. 1 gallon Coke's
dandruff cure, tio cakes Williams'
soap, 60 cakes Armour's coap, 6 cakes
magnesia, I shaving mug. 12 boxes
Kvanola, 6 combs. 6 sticks cosmetic,
li bottles brllllantine.
total $14.20.
Somite lrut Store.
need more than
liut senators often
mere beautifying. When not feeling
up
to the mark, they step up
Just
to the senatorial drug counter, which
Is supplied by such purchases as are
recorded under Novenvber 2i. The
total cost of the purchase made on
that date was JS43.03. The list of
Items Is too long to be reproduced
here, but It Includes 1,000
quinine, pills, one pound soda mint
tablets, two bottles Alley's salts, two
bottles Red Dragon Splits, one pound
Hrown's Mixture tablets, 600
llthia tablets, two bottles of cephal-giuone dozen bottles Jamaica ginger, one ounce Antlkamnla tablets;
one dozen seidlitz powders, five
pounds hoiirhouud drops, half a dozen bottles hair tonic, two dozen bottles farina cologue. six dozen bottles
six dozen
Ha by Kllte shoe polish,
boxes patent leather paste, five galsoup,
ivory
cases
two
lons bay ruin,
1

1

e,

T

NEW MEXICO

omenta and director

WASHINGTON'.

ate bought three
h
electric
stoves at $7.20 apiece.
On tho 13th of January the senate paid James HarkcS1 for an
elec tiic vibrator outfit of the Inclosed
motor type for use in the senators
barber shop.
Little knicknacks for use of retiring senators and others are bought
out of the senate expanse contingent
account, as per Instance: To Tiffany
Co., for sterling silver Inkstand for
the vice president's room, made from
specially prepared design in accordance with contract, furnished Uct.
2. 1905, $200.
It is the custom of
vice presidents, when tney retire, .o
keep the inkstand which they have
used, as a souvenir.
I en Hill l4irro.
Kven the item of ice costs the senate considerable.
From October 1
to
31 the senate paid for 78,530
pounds of Ice, $113. This is a very
frequent Item In the senate account
and is the more remarkable in that
the senate was not In session at that
date.
Special committees of the senate
traveling on special business, such as
the formal opening of an exposition,
always dip Into the incidental account. Prom an entry on page 365.
It Is found that the senate committee
attending the opening ceremonies of
the Lewis & Clark exposition, at
Portland, Ore.. August 15, 1905, spent
$637.50.
It Is noted In the account
that this was for services of Pullman
cars used by members, officers and
attendants of the senate committee,
for the car (Guatemala for 11 days,
and for the car Roquefort 19 days,
to the amount stated.

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURN0T
FRANK McKKK

six-inc-
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But somehow,
finished carefully.
conviction of Winder of murcouldn't muster any hard feelings derThe
in the first degree makes twenty-on- e
against him Just then.
convictions had in the district executive that he was proud to meet Ing demonstrated by the management
court during the present term, says him for the double reason that he of the
Mansfield. Ariz., mine. The
I'ost. All told
the Tucson. Ariz.,
seen a president of company's general merchandise store
twenty-seve- n
cases have been tried had never before
was
opened
but a few months ago,
States, and because he
convictions secured. the United
and twenty-on- e
to shake hands with a "man and Is already doing a business of
Tills is a record made by District At- loved had
several thousand
dollars monthly.
At this Coldone tilings."
torney Henton Dick and Assistant that
store supplies the needs of the
District Attorney I.. W. Arnold that onel Roosevelt smiled in Ills usual The
camp,
Mansfield
besides
those of
and paid back the neighboring camps
has no parallel in the criminal court intensive fashion
and of prospectors
in
compliment
clever
3)OVOa)OaBC3At-)tt0kOaAOa9cJ
records of the county. The cases Arlzonan's
and contractors In the vicinity. So
but sl le. Washington ( D. C. ) Herald.
"Ding me If there wasn't a lot of us a politician's conscience. However, were not onlv carefully IIIprepared,
rapid has been the growth of the
a masterly
were presented
discussion about those signals." said I had to wait the required ten min- they
business that an addition to the store
comCopper
The
Verde
the
to
tiraude
conviction
manner
carried
that
the fat engineer. "A feller would be utes before proceedin'. Well, sir the minds of the juries before whom they pany at Jerome, Ariz.. Is about to building has been found necessary,
5
4
which is now been constructed. The
pegging along about
miles an hour language l useit uteiut spook n autried. The county is to be con install a mammoth equipment of ma- company's mining
operations are bewith a heavy train 'n' come up again' tomatic block signals in general while were
or chinery, one of the largest, ill fact, ing pushed
gratulated
efficiency
on
ot
its
the
forward with unabated
the signal at Danver's Crossin' all we were standin' there would have ticers.
has ever been placed in that vigor, and ore
that
Is
being sacked for
etandln'.
sterilized milk.
district, with the exception of that of shipment.
As the financing of the
"Now Denver's Crossin" was a bad
The company's Mansfield company
the t'ulted Verde.
"All of a sudden uown behind a
Tile following article from the All
has been comspot to get stopped, 'in' it didn't tend bush
near the tracks was a splashin', zona Silver Belt, published at C.lnbe. main shaft is now down considerably pleted, this two-fol- d
Is especto smoth anyone's feeiin's to lay there wallerin'
over
feet and has been working ially gratifying to thesuccess
Pelt
loo
Is
Silver
sound,
"The
as
if
one
some
had
management.
the required time for automatic sig- slipped 'n' made a false step In the Is In receipt of an anonymous letter in a rock formation sprinkled with
nals 'n' find everything all right.
Immediately I thought It a telling the proprietor that he or the excellent copper Indications. A well
Hcinnrknhlc Rescue- "Of course there was only one ex- ditch.
Is
meant is a equipped camp has been established
part of my duty to go down there paper, whichever
That truth is stranger than fiction,
planation. Spooks.
conthe
shaft
near
and
the mouth of
has once more been demonstrated In
Mehbe I might see marked man, because of tne Silver
"Oh, yes, we decided that at a pro- and Investigate.
owsists of substantial bunk houses, din- the little town of Fedora, Tenn., the
Bailey's shade 'n' talk him Melt's slanders of foreigners.'
A
asblacksmith
room
ing
kitchen.
tracted session of the stove commit Farmer
and
of
the
misconception
to
ing
a
lit ,lf this f.t.llal.,...u
residence of C. V. Pepper. He writes
in
tee, r armor Bailey and his
code by the writer, which shop Is also in course of construction. "1 was in bed entirely disabled with
I'
hi
ia wui si til sassins'
comfinancing
Is
the
of
were killed al Danvet's "
The
suppose
children
writer
successful
to
the
that
leads us
hemorrhages of the lungs and throat.
in pany has greatly facilitated the proa mere novice at the business
failed to help me and all hope
gress of Its development operations, Doctors
a rank amateur we cannot
fact,
had fled when I began taking Dr.
tantperln'
proper
being
watchare
of
which
the results
with the
y"
vis"h W Tue
ourselves
Its should get back by
with
King's New Discovery. Then Instant
due such ed with keen interest by local mining relief came. The coughing
soon
the signals and set the operatin' de- - interviewed, started to leg It across amount of fear which Is place
men
the
investors.
and
In
a
the
missive.
tirst
partment of the road by the ears.
,
ceased: the bleeding diminished rap-Idl,w. me
f
pumjit.
in
human
letter was not written
In three weeks I was able
and
j
blood and instead of being signed by
The possibilities of tlie industrial to go to work." Guaranteed cure for
the 'lilaek Hand,' two blue hands enterprise in connection with the de- coughs and colds. 50c and $1 at all
tampering with the signals did not
i
e
were affixed as a signature."
velopment of a copper mine are be- - dealers. Trial bottle free.
it a i trr
with1
lififtii
- - until jafrr
.......
cj
niri .v.v...
K.. n .
i, ,,,,
the railroad company by Bailey's rel plater myself.
holdcounty
Is
In
the
Was Salals
atives for damage claims had become
"1 was closing the gap on him pret-- I
here charged with complicity in
deadlocked.
ty rapidly 'n' I was Just mad enough over
of Yrineo Orrantia. says
tlie
I
any
"Hut wouldn't fall for
such to give that ghost a good slap on the the murder
Douglas,
Ariz.. Miner. This is
thiiigamajlgs In mine. Hnvever the halo when
caught up with him. tlie third arrest made within the past
signals up that way continued to play Itomin to a little
brook crossin' the two months ill collection with this
hob with us, 'n' reports 'n' com- - lot th" spook decided
It
not to take the crime a crime almost forgotten.
plaints at the main oi'iice didn't bring Liverpool
Stall,
and
he stopped so suddenly occurred in August.
an'
.
........
.....
v
body, after he had been muri neany went though htm
or lerror among the tram crew
I
vvell,
says swlngitf
him dered, was placed on the street car
"I was cumin' east one night with arouif the pleasure is all mine, You
track and was run over by a car.
rlrst 86. the livestock express, 'if only can
Al first it was regarded as an accihad Just as much time as the law
" 'No.' he returned
but later evidence ac
In
a Voice dental deathtending
allows to get in n make the export strangely funlliar.
to show it was a
cumulated
belonged
but
that
xteamer with "em. I wasn't think-nk- s to ij.i
'it s all mine. 1 saw it criminal death. Tlie crime was alwhen
or spirits but lir.-- t.
Jif much about
You ju-- t hike back to your most lo- -t sight of until recently
merely paynf attention to bu.-.a woman at Tombstone charged her
tr.iin 'if in ive on.'
tlie
Mendoza,
with
paramour.
iness.
Pedro
"I just felt as cheap as a fur overright coat in !iadcn.
crime. Later a Mexican known as
"I was shakin' cm
it. a
eh.i.-ibeen
There
I'd
connecEvery Tuesday, Thurslively when coiifi
"Piita Pintu" was arrested in
tin
tile u
of Mit'ioil.. '
He is being held
.
on
if ll t
Danver's Crossin the red
V..,,
i
.1
i.. .. tion with the case.
hearing.
preliminary
a
pending
;
bright-here
day and Saturday during
hlgnal
pole
was
as
the
shiniif
iryin' a little test just to see who was
ly as the big ruby on
the rajah's wl,
u,, ,,, ,,
papers
Incorporating
one of the
I kept steam on ju.-- t
as long, iir.,-iClown.
i .
ii,,,i
Hied In the county recorder's office
a--s
I possibly
could, thinkiif that tliett,.,.M ,, ,
si,1',s ,.,,,,..,.
,i.,v is of more or less interest
e,.i,.i
and September :: :: ::
nigral would turn to wni:e. But it
y
colllse tney hadn't thought it
to the lieonle of PlloelliX. ill 118 IllUt'll
didn't and I came to a lie id stop
to take us into their conll- - as the company names Phoenix as
"From what
couui see the track
lu'i- I'Xi'i'liI for file sniit.r's f
the principal place of business, says
Return Limit Nov.
In the block ahead was jat.1 as clear step tte':' wouldn't be wise yet.
the Phoenix Republican. Tlie name
of the company is the Phoenix and
Western Development company, and
Extremely Low Rates
at 1 1,1101). mm. divided
Every mother feel a itintois capitalized
shares at a par value
great dread of the pain of $10100,000
each. The Incorporators are
Los Angeles and Return $35
S. S. Scull and S. S. cireen. Lloyd It.
and danger attendant upon
It is
tieorge W. Mist-heChristy
San Diego, Coronado and
the most critical period the sameamicompany
that has been Inof her life. Iiecotnintr
terested In the project for an electric
Return
$35
mother should be a source of ioy to all. but the sufTerincr and line from Phoenix to Uuckeye. The
San
and
Francisco
Return
purpose
the
of
$45
papers
the
state
that
danper incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
organization is to acquire franchises.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great for eteetric lilies. electric lilltilM
...... ........ I, -- I.. a:. .4 .1.. nil!
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's ..I
that is necessary for the conduit of
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided such
businesses.
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
territory of Arizona there is
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are notIn the
man of belter social or finanovercome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the cial astanding than J. X. Porter,
president of the First National bank
erious acciuents so common to the critical
of (ilohe,' Al'U.. who Is at the New
liour are obviated by the use of
accompanied by his wife and
Wlliard
.
I?m.! .1
their beautiful Noting daughters,
iic.iu. --I.T..it is vorin
its weigut in
Mr. PorMisses Stella and Ulliian.
avs many who have used it. fi.oo
is a native Texan, and still has
ter
fcottle
at drw stores. B'Xk containinsr3
largo Interests In that state. Some
.
twenty ears ago he went to ArivaJuabid inJcri):ati )n of tn't-res- t
to all women, will
zona. In the development of which he
t
te sent ! i env aJJres free litwii annlirat ion f.
has taken a leading; part. Yesterday
Mr. Porter had a very pleasant InXLLZfSLlD JLZJUlATOn CO., AUznta. Ca, S U
T E. PURDY, Agent
terview with President Roowvelt. In
bu
told ins chief
thtf course of which
I
I

107.

.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MILLIONAIRE CLUB

Kittle H.if.iel olea. aged five years,
as drow neil at I.aguna, Ariz., In a
pool of water not more than three
feet deep. The little fellow, with a
number of playmates, was playing
around the pool, which stood In one
of tlie corrals, when he fell In.

MAY

PrealdBt

Vice President

,...CaMer

R. A. FR03T
H. r. RAYNOLDS
U. m.

DEPOSITORY

Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplui and Pronta
AutDorlzed
Depository

I

1

AMlatant Cashier
Director

for Atchison, Topeka

&

1500,091.11
1250,000
.

Santa Fc hallway Company

CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE
Have you deeds, mortgages, insurance
policies, or other papers that you do not
care to lose? If so, we advise you to
rent a safe in our fire proofs vault. Our
safety deposit boxes will hold a good
many papers, articles of jewelry, etc, and
the cost is only $2.50 per year.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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COUNTRY OVER
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Get Fall Particulars

From
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER

2

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

.

in r7

LUMBER

L. B. PUTNEY

Itec--ai-

1

GRANDE

Corner Third mnd Marquette

June, July, August

.

nnd you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

m

Carrie, the largest and

6

Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In tlie Southwest.

.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

0X00000000

THE

M

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Gemsnt and Rex Flintkote

First and Marquette

Ruling

Albuquerque, New Mexico

j
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is

Best

None

Too

Good

IDE GOOD

For Baby
$2.50

Cor. Coal and Second

I

SPENT 250

Washington, V. C, June 6
Harrinian's version r.of whut fCOIld
m'll'on dollars'
has done with the i:
worth of stmk and bends he has
HoHtM Mneo lie got col trol of the
VJnioi! PnriPc line. Son' he in Pacific
railroads was Riven out today In a

1 V

He was
Htatement to newspapers.
asked :
you
done with
"What good have
the proceeds of the 2!)U million dollars in bonds and stocks you have
floated since you obtained control of
the Union Pat 111c and Southern Pacific railway systems?"
Rebuilt Km Ire System.
"I have reorganized, rebuilt and
two of the biggest railroads in the world, altogether about
lS.tnW miles of track,' replied Mr.
"When I commenced to
Harriman.
reorganize the I'nion Iaciflc in
there was no reason why any one of
a dozen men should not have done
it. but nobody else seemed to have
the nerve. The road was practically
a wreck. It had been live years in
the hands of a receiver and the times
were so bad that It could not earn
enough to pay expenses. I have since
made a new road of it and to promote economy and convenience of
management and the benefit of the
stockholders and the public I placed
it in close traffic relations with the
Southern Pacific and Oregon Short
Line, the Oregon Hallway & Navigation company, the Pacific Mail steamship lines and various other railway
and steamship lines of lesser importance.
ltuilt 2.000 .Milet of Track.
' I have practically rebuilt them all,
have opened up a vast area of valuable contributing territory by building nearly 2. (mo miles of new roads
ami have" 2.(100 miles additional1 unhave
der construction or projected.
have reduced
shortened distances,
grades, cut out curves, relaid the
tracks wilh heavy steel rails, have
replaced the wooden bridges with steel
and masonrv. have double-tracke- d
where the
distance
considerable
traffic Is the heaviest, have provided
additional terminals and facilities for
handling freight, have built eight of
the thiest steamships on the ocean
have secured the finest fleet of any
nuiion on the Pacific, have bought or
huiit ,41S locomotives, 1.054 passenger cars and 4 2,500 freight cars.
I
have
"In these improvements
mient $ J7ri.T60.700 to promote the
mau-i'iudevelopment of the states
by the
ami communities traversed
transportation lines mentioned. They
serve the people lying between the
Mlssisslnid river and the gulf and the
P.u-iliocean and a part of Mexico.
Controls 15.000 Miles.
'How many miles of roads have
you under your control'.'"
"A little less than 8,000 in the
I'nion 1'acitic and a little more than
9.0(111 in
the Southern Pacific. To
develop the country adjacent to the
I'nion Pacific and to provide prompt
transportation for the rapidly increasing population we have built C15
miles of, new railway and have about
fid" miles more under construction.
"In these Improvements there were
expended from ISMS to the close of
the year 1W06, for changes in the
lines, reductions of grades. Improvements In alignment and In other betterments and additions to the roadway and terminal facilities $40.S4
214: for locomotives, cars and steamships $3a,557.12i. and for the construction of new lines and purchase
of terminal property $30,616,314: a
total expenditure of till, 157.657. One
miles of sechundred and forty-fou- r
miles of sidings
ond track and 6C0
were built and T,3I locomotives, 230
passenger and 16,464 freight cars
were purchased."
l

employ more than three times the
number of men per mile than we do
and none can say that this does not
contribute to safety. Kvery advance
In wages here Is met by counter
economies In operation, such as taking off men, etc.
"The American railway managers,
as a case, are Capable and pracli-- ;
cal men. It is not their fault that
Is the fault
things are as they are.
of the system.
If they do not get
they are
the results in operation
likely to be sidetracked.
What in
my
opinion the American railway
systems nerd to insure safety is more
men to meet and inspect the trains
to guard the switches
anil sema- idioi es, and to patrol the tracks."

SKKK TO WHKST

:

COMICOI, 1 UOM IIIIX.
High railroad officials have the
story from New York that friends of
President Howard Klliott have organized to wrest the control of the
Northern
Pacific and Burlington
from J. J. Hill.
The most recent announcement
that Hill had decided to replace
Klliott as president of the Northern
Pacific is ssiid to be responsible for
the organization.
Klliott was taken
from the Hurlington at the suggestion of George Perkins of Morgan &
Co., and this influence is reported to
move.
be involved In the anti-HiHen Campbell' Inexplicable resig
nation as fourth vice president of
the C.reat Northern where he was re
ceiving $30. dot a year to accept $25,-00- 0
a year under c. s. Mellen in the
Hartford,
New York. New Haven
is said to be a step in u plan to place
him with the Northern Pacific if the
anti-Hischeme succeeds.
Mellen, who was forced out of the
Northern Pacific by Hill Influences,
is mid to have loaned his influence
fight and Klliott's
in the anti-HiHosion friends, who have supported
Hill in the past, are quoted as de
serting him.
Hissatisfactlon over the decline In
Northern Pacific has helped Klliott,
for his friends claim the stock mar
ktt does not reflect the showing he
has made with the road.
It is pointed out. too. that Hill Is
building (Ireat Northern feeders Into
without
Pacific territory
Northern
hindrance while he prevents North
ern Pacific expansion. The story of
tight come
an anti-Hi- ll
from two
directions and is credited In the hifc'h
railroad circles.
ll
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MOItK KMPIiOYKS
6. Orand
O.,
Cleveland,
June
Muster P. H. Morrlssey of the Broth
Trainmen,
in din
of
Kailroad
erhood
wrecks, and the
cusaiiig railway
cause and remedy for the same said
"There U too much business for
the railroads: too much hurry In
conducting train and too few em
to Insure the proper degree
ploye
of fcafety to employes and travelers.
"The state railway of Germany

Qr

3
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one-four- th
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Oklahoma, from Its admission to
statehood, means to have full control
f its railroads.
In its proposed con
stitution it has Inserted n,
than
forty-eigdifferent sections dealing
with the subject. No other matter
receives so much attention, showing
that In the opinion of the drafters of
the constitution the railroad pron.em
is the paramount
question f (he
hour.
U illronils, pipe linos, car. express
and telephone companies are all
placed In the same class and brought
under a common control. Consolidation of public utility corporations is
strictly prohibited, and the acquirement by competing systems of parallel lines of railroad is made leg ally
Impossible.
The state legislature is deprived of
the power of granting franchises to
street railroad
companies
without
first acquiring the consent of the
through
municipality
which such
road Is to run. The framers of fhe
Oklahoma constitution evidently are
firm believers In the doctrine of home
rule for municipalities.
Ilailronii Comml-sloCare Is taken to prevent the roads
attempting to influence the course of
legislation by the granting of undue
favors.
The Issue of free passes, except In
d
exceptional
tases. is prohibited absolutely.
The constitution
creates a corporation commission, the
duties of which are described In
elaborate detail, so that there may
be no mistaking its powers.
its methods of procedure are defined so minutely that there is scarcely any likelihood of Its going astray
in any given case.
(ireat care is taken to prevent the
commission from being Inefficient or
failing to exercise, the function alid
fulfill the objects for which It is
created. The commission is endowed with power to prescribe rates,
charges and classification of freight.
Should the roads be dissatisfied
with its decisions on any of these
questions1 they are given the privilege of taking their case direct to
the supreme court and obtaining Its
decision with the least possible delay.
This provision puts the commission
virtually in the position of an inferior
court, created
for the purpose of
dealing with corporation cases.
All KimkIs Included.
Care Is taken also to bring all corporations doing business In the state
under the limitations of the new constitution, whether they are creatures
of some outside state or not. Such
corporations
must become bodies
corporate under the laws of Oklaho
doing
business within its
ma hefore
boundaries. anil obtain licenses to
transact business from the corpora
rates
tion commission. Passenger
are limited to i cents a mile, but
this provision may be suspended by
the state commission, provided satis
that
factory evidence is furnished
such rate is not reasonably remu- nera t e.

Colo.-Colo-

clip-din-

ly

The Pullman company may b
brought to hook in Colorado as it
lias been in Missouri. It is claimed
that by an illegal agreement usurious
charges are maintained In that stale
and that this Is In violation of the
mpany's charter. There is a ques
tlon of taxes involved in the matter,
too, and unless the Pullman com
pany squares things with Secretary
f Male (I Connor before July 1 01
this year. It may be threatened with
revocation of the charter unde
which it does business in Colorado.
mm
The use of coal by railroads and
natural gas by factories caused a de
crease in the output of coal in Kan
as, Missouri and Indian Territory of
about 10 per cent during the past
year, says the geological survey. The
production of coal for the past year
tons,
follows: Missouri, 3. 55.758
valued at $6,133,441): Kansas, 6.U10,- 858 tons, $8,935,045;
Indian Terri
tory, 2.85H.450 tons, $5,481,053.
An extra section gang has been re
cruited in Albuquerque during the
last few days to construct the hill
track from Oallup. The new track
will run to the mines of the Amerl
can Fuel company, recently located
arid now being prepared for opera
tions. J he xction men w ill begin
work on the new track next Mon
day.

Howard Mesne, chief clerk to Su
iierlnlendent of Telegraph Chase, of
the coast lines with headquarters at
Kos Angeles, Is In the city, having
arrived here last week to recuperate
his health. Hefore coming here Mr,
Mesac was confined in a Kos Angeles
hospital with pneumonia.
The annual meetings of the Na
lional Hrotherhood of ljocomotive
Engineers and the Grand Interna
tional Auxiliary will meet In Fort
Worth, on the second Tuesday In
April. 11(08. There was no election
of officers at the meeting Just clost
at I'allas.
Express com
The Wells
pany. which operate over the Santa
Fe lines, has during the last week
been carring through Albuquerque
two car loads a day of fine California
cantaloupes, en route to the markets
of New York.
Freight engine 1607, which has
been on the "sick" track at the shoi
for nearly two months was finally
taken Into the shops yesterday to be
overhauled.
Freight engine 1606, discharged
from the shop and now In the round
house, I having her boiler repaired,
while another gang of workmen are
touching up the coal tender.
Her
scheduled for June 12.
trial trip
George Holley, foreman
of the
water service department, who has
been Inspecting the local machine
shops, left last night for Sundia on
the toan line.
1

week.

Killing steers 25 to 50 cents higher
this week, light weight steers showing
greatest advance, while cows and
heifers are lo to 25 cents higher. The
Kockhart steers sold at $5.75 here
Wednesday, highest prices they have
made this season.
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
are unequaled for Itackaehe, weak
kidneys, inllammatlon of the bladder
and all urinary troubles. A week's
treatment for 2.1 cents. Sold by J
H. O Kielly & Co.

DEATH

o

ROBBED

HER

OF FUTURE

HUSBAND

Santa Fe, N. II.. June 6. A sweet
heart's grief is mingled with the sorrow of his family In the death of
Urover Cleveland Adklsson, the young
man who was killed In the railroad
wreck a few nights ago at Ortiz, a
blind siding on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka 6c Santa Fe railway.
short distance southwest of Laniy.
The young woman soon to have be
come his bride is Miss Mildred Ham
ilton, of Melrose.
Although the wedding day had not been definitely set
tled, the young lovers were to have
been married in the near future.
The remains of the unfortunate
young man were forwarded Tuesday
night to Mena. Ark., where the fun
eral will be held Friday.
Kev. James Adklsson, the father of
the deceased, is pastor of the Metho
dist Kpiscopal church south at Mena.
liesldes the bereaved parents there
are four brothers and one sister,
V. C. Adklsson and A. J
namely:
Adklsson, both of Uroken Arrow. I.
T.; J. M. Adklsson. of Catoosa. I. T
K. W. Adklsson, of Toyah, Texas, and
Mrs. Thomas Webber, of Santa Fe
The latter is accompanying the body
on the Journey homeward.
When you feel the need of a pill.
take a lJe Witt Little Early Kiser.
Sold by J. II. O HIelly & Co.

l

HATCHING.
Eggs f 1.50 ped setting. Rose comb.
Brown Leghorns and liarred Rocks.
Pure bloods. 24t laying hens. Address
I. K. Pauley, Betancla. N. M.
o
Tlie Maglo No. S.
.Number three is a wonderful mascot for (Jeo. H. Parrls,
of Cedar
(Srove, Ho., according
to a letter
suffering
which reads: "After
much
with liver and kidney trouble and be
coming greatly discouraged by trie
failure to rind rellf, I tried Electric
Hitters and as a result I am a well
man today. The first bottle relieved
completed
and three bottles
the
cure. Guaranteed best on earth for
stomach, liver and kidney troubles
by all dealers.
UGHS

Club

Anti-He- at

y T MKKTS every Sunnier at this store.
The
Club Uniform i
viz: One of our
nele or
Double Breasted Hlue Seree Suits, a Straw Hat,
Negligee Shirt, Hal Britfgan Underwear, thin
Hosiery and a Summer Tie.
You'll be pleased with the Uniform.
It will look well and you will not object to its

SL

Also

I.IVl.H
OltDDIt IS l lllKI)
Two or three weeks ago the station agent at a small station did
what nearly everybody does, sooner or
later, made a mistake. Hut In this
case it was one of those mistakes
which are inexcusable to a railroad.
by heavy ticket
He was confused
sales and baggage handling and when
came
he forgot to hand
the train
the order to the conductor when the
latter got his "clearance."
The orde rdidn't amount to any
thing It wasn't one that would involve a wreck but it might have
been and his forgetfulness was Inex
cusable. He expected a scorcher
from the chief dispatcher, but as
days went by and he heard nothing
he concluded that his mistake had
gone by unnoticed. Last Thursday
morning the auditor dropped in on
one of his usual rounds, checked uu
his books and accounts and found
everything O. K.
"Hy the way, Charley," remarked
the auditor, as calmly as if he were
STOCK SAI.KS.
passing the time of day, "here's the
Kansas City, June 5. Kepresenta
new agent," pointing out a young
sheep, lambs and goats
tive
sales
of
man
on
"You're
the platform.
fired." And that was all the notice here last week:
.Monday. June 27.
he got.
Gordon, Granada, Colo. 1237 clip- i.tjii.
His.,
icii lamhs.
TiiorsMs or cuts
Kd. Gorman, Kumar, Colo. 615
si;
1.
jxvkxtiox.
will
lipped lambs, 59 lbs. $7.50.
1134 clip
Hytteld, McCook. Nebr.
El Paso, Tex., June 6. W. J. Anson, assistant superintendent
of the ped lambs, NO lbs., $7.40.
Scarce, Montell, Texas. 24S goats,
Pullman company for this district,
who has recently added to his long
lbs.. $4.25.
230
Hurney, Kerrvllle,
list of inventions a car ventilator, anTexas.
goats, u2 lbs., $4. 2a.
nounces that he has already contractTuesday, May 28.
ed to lit up a high railroad official's
Gordon, Granada, Colo. 942 clip-- d
private car with his latest device.
4 lbs., $7.65.
lambs.
Nineteen of the ventilators will be
W. 11. Campbell. Flagstaff. Ariz.
put in the private car of the ollicial,
01 clipped wethers, 91 lbs., $5.90;
who Is the vice president of a local
9 bulls. Ml lbs., $4.75.
road, but whose name Mr. Anson did
W. K.
Angelo,
San
Schueman,
4
not give.
457 (dipped sheep,
S7
lbs..
While the official's cat will be the Texas.
first to be thus fitted up. It will be 15.6P.0. It. Newell. Sail Angelo, Texas.
closely followed by thousands' of cars
of the Pullman company and four or 1359 goals. Si lbs., $4.35.
Weilnliiy. May 20.
of
five great railway systems
the
.Mailman. Las Animas,
west, the managements of which are
!:, lbs., $S.70.
lambs,
now negotiating with Mr." Anson for
Kllnkerman, I. as Animas,
the purpose of securing the right to 6:Ui lambs. 74 His.. $.VG5.
use his invention.
I.ockh rt. Sugar City. Colo. 160
unlis. ,S2 lb.. $!.7n; 62 wethers, 95
Notwlthstanding that the Kio lira li
lis., $6.75.
de Is falling it Is mit of its banks at
It. M. Hamilton, San Angelo.
Ha Joya, N. M ., and oilier points
- 142S wethers. "10 lbs., $6.00;Texas.
502
along the Kio Or. nde division of the wethers, 68 lbs., $5. 611; 575 goals, 83
k
His..
past
wet
$4.5o.
railroad,
For the
Santa Fe
V.
Schueman. San Angelo, Tex-- .
the railroad has been fighting high
4s9 wethers, 86 lbs., $5.70.
water at L,a Joya anil other points
J. Mcl.yinont, Del Kio, Texas.- - M3
with victory thus far with the rat
road men. The river, however, is goais. 81 lbs., J4.fi".
D. Kios., Texas.. 4i0 goats, iS lb.
reported to have been steadily cutting and in spite of the strong de- $1.55.
Thursday. May :!.
fensive work which has been dune
g
Hart, Dryilen, Texas.
1422
during the past year, considerable
ped sheep, 2 lbs.. $5.60; 158 fe(
damage to track has resulted.
68
lbs., $4.50.
the Santa Fe changed tin: sheep.
Dryden, Texas. 3s8
I'ackenham.
grade of much of the track on the lipped
78 lbs.. $5.4o.
wethers.
Kto Grande division and in some
H.irrtll, Texas. 245 goats, 72 lbs.,
sections moved the track to higher $4.25.
ground. This has enabled trains to
lambs In wool would have
run over the Kio tirande division soldDesiralil"
up lo $9.00 and clipped lambs up
this spring with little of the usual to $8.00 last two days this week,
gen
delay from spring floods.
eral market 15 to 25 cents higher this

--

TO

RAILWAYS

Kansas City, June ' Cattle receipts were small all of last week,
total 27. ."onl for the week, and the
market made a good gln all along
the line, including prices on cows and
heife is.
Steers advanced ;!0 to 50 cents during the week, because? packers could
not secure she stuff from any source,
and had to bid lively to get what
steers were required. Independent
buyers took all the cows and heifers
at la to 25 cents stronger prices.
The volume of she sunt Is only
as large as normal, and as Independent buyers are more active
each day the present contention lasts,
a gradually increasing demand
will
develop for cows and heifers.
head,
run
today
Is
15.000
but
Total
all kinds are selling steady and active. Including cows and heifers.
No cattle from a distance are here
today, but the Hockhart steers sold at
$5.S5 late bust week highest price they
have yet reached. Top fed steers today $6.00. bulk $5.15 to $5. ltd, yearlings $5.85, as light steers gained
more than heavies last week. Cows
bring $3.25 to $4.65, heifers $3.75 to
$5.25, bulls $3.40 to $4.75,
calves
$4.00 to $6.50, stock steers $3.50 to
$4.75, feeders $4.25 to $4. So.
Mutton prices advanced 10 to 20
cents last week on the moderate supply of 25,000 head, for the week, and
the market Is 10 higher again today,
run ll.uliu head.
All classes are embraced today. Including Arizona range lambs at $!l.0O,
said to be the highest price ever paid
in the United States for strictly range
lambs, Arizona clipped yearlings
Ji.io, ewes $6.10, clipped western
lambs $S.O0, Arizona wethers $6.25.
Medium class stuff sold 25 to 50
cents below
these figures. Goats
bring $4.25 to $4.60, Texas muttons
5.60 to $6.00, and fed western lambs
In their wool brought $S.i0 today.
average
prices now
The general
stands at the extreme high point ever
known, and the situation has every
ppearance of security.

1 1

Built 2,000. Rebuilt and Has!
Control of 15.000 Miles
of Track.

STATE

Show Constitution Contains Many
Stringent Provisions ConMarked Increase at Kansas
City Stock Yards.
cerning Their Rights.
Prices

Mutton

W.V.FutrelleFurnitureCo

MN
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up to $25- -

Patterns to Select l'rom
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GAINS
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them all prices
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25
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CATTLE

EVENING
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price. The annuil dues for the entire outfit are
not high and need not exceed

$20.00 or $30

A
c
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Join the Club and adopt the Uniform and we
can assure you that you'll never regret having
done so, and vou'tl p.iv vour dues willingly.

M. MANDELL

i;.m

TOM
FAf.HtONAnLB

FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING
Agent For

CLOTHINO.

1904

FASHIONABLE

tLOTHINO.

None Better

Washington Clothing
EThe
'

H
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TELEPHONE
WITH

Price

rONSUMPTION

$1C0
Fret Trie).
Surest and Quickest Cure for (.11
THROAT and IUNO TROUB
LES, or MONEY BACK.
EOc

OUGHSant

Being

Com

pleted to Install Them In
Several National Reserves.
Washington, V). C, June 6. Plnns
have been made by the forest service for the further construction of
telephone lines In the national forests of Oregon, Idaho, New Mexico,
Colorado and several other states.
The telephone Is playing an important part In he administration of the
national forests and already much
success has been made In the Installation of lines In California, Montana.
Washington. Arizona and other
where It Is needed most.
Arrangements
for beginning the
construction of n number of new
lines have been made during the
past week. In the Hitter Hoot national forest In Idaho, the supervisor
to
has been authorized
with ranchmen nnd settlers to const net a line from Kooskla to the forks
of the Clearwater river, a distance
of twenty-fiv- e
miles.
Some of the Lines.
A fourteen-mil- e
line will be con
structed from Parsons to the ranger's headquarters at Three Rivers in
the Lincoln national forest, New Mexico.
A line from Tin Cup to Dorchester in the (lunnlson national forest,
Colorado, a distance of twenty-fou- r
miles, will probably be begun In the
next few weeks, and the forest service and settlers. In
the Cascade
(south) national forest, in Oregon,
will soon begin the construction of
another line of the same length from
Liuell to Hazeldell.
Contracts have been made for
"enough wire and other materials to
'instruct 3,000 miles of lines for the
national forests. This material will
be distributed from Salt Lake and
I
louver and will be used for lines already authorized and those l be
started latt r In the year.
Of i it'll t Ilcnclll.
Supervisors and rangers have found
the telephone of great assistance In
their work and they will welcome its
increasing use. Without the telephone, communication between the
various forest officers Is had only
through the malls and sometimes
there Is a delay of several days or
more before an order can be executed. The telephone will not only facilitate the work greatly, but will
bebring about better
tween the men working in the forests
and will play an important part In
catching forest lires before they have
gained headway.
it is possible to construct the lines
in the national forests at a very low
lost, owing to the fact that material
for poles and cross arms are right on
the ground. The methods of
are simple and usually the
standing trees are docked and used
for poles. The lines are so planned
that they usually follow a road or
trail.

OLDS

MOTT'S

Tonlitlit.
If you would enjoy tomorrow take
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets tonight. They produce an
agreeable laxative effect, clear the
head and cleanse the stomach. I'rlce
;!5 cents.
Samples free at all dru'.'- gists.

TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
OFFICIAL MATTERS
I'oM muster .pMlif led.
Arthur J', Ilemieiinlng has been
post master at Columbus,
appointed

l.una county.
I'lisioi'licc
A postofilce has been established at
Cameo. Koosevelt counly, and M. A.
Owen has been appointed postmaster.
Notaries 1'nlillc pMiiinel.
Tile following hae been appointed
notaries public by Acting liovei nor J.
.
Haynolds:
of I irtales,
Edward o'Coinull,
Koosevelt county; Charles V Steed.
of Clovls, Kooseclt county; Krank
M. Hathaway, of lilackwator, Koose- veil county.
Articles of Incin'iMirutioii.
The following articles of Incorpora
tion have been filed in the ollice of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Kaynobls:
Continental Ad. Novelty Corpora
tion. Principal place of business at
Albuquerque. Hernalillo county. Ter
ritorial agent, J. t. Luthy, at
Capital stock, $3UO.O0U, divided Into three thousand shares of
the par value of 1K each, object,
manufacture of advertising novelties
and publicity business. Period of ex
istence, fifty years. Incorporators C.
(Juinlan and S. J. Mattocks, of
Kansas City. Mo., and J. F. Luthy
of Albuquerque,
Jjikewooil Natatorium
and lioal
company. Principal place or tiuslness
Eddy
county.
Territorat Lakewood,
ial agent, W. C. Hreedlng ,ut Lake- wood. Capital stock $10,000, divided
into ten thousand shares of the par
value of Jl each, commencing business with $2,000. object, conducting
boats. Per
natatorium and pleasure
iod of existence fifty years. Incorpo
rators, W. K. lircediiig, W. C. Hreedlng, E. C. Cook. I!. F. Pearman and
W. E. Justice, all of Iakewnod, and
It. (1. (irantham. of Carlsbad.
Company.
.Mercantile
San
Jon
Principal place of tiuslness at San
tjuay
county. Territorial agent.
Jon,
C. L. owen, at San Jon. Capital stock
hundred
$10,000, divided Into one
shares of the par value of $100 each,
commencing business with $2,000.
business.
ibject, general mercantile
Period of existence, fifty years. Incorporators Herman (ierhardt. of
W. 1). Bennett and C. L.
Owen, both of San Jon.
The Oldham Townslte Company.
Principal place of business at Texico.
Koosevelt county. Territorial agent,
J. Foster Scott. Jr., of Clovls. Capital
stock $5,000, divided into two hundred shares of the par value of $2."i
each, object, founding town. Period
years. Inof existence, twenty-fiv- e
corporators li. I. Oldham and Elmer H. Olson, both of Texico; J. Foster Scott, Jr.. of Clovls and K. K.
Scott, of Koswell.
San Jon Townslte Company. Principal place of liusiiiesu at Tucumcari,
tiuay county. Territorial agent. Julius E. Wright, at Tucumcari. Capital
stock, $14,000 divided Into one hundred and forty shares of the par value
of $100 each, object founding town
and selling lots. Period ofW.existence,
fifty years. Incorporators
li. BenSan
nett and W. W. Bennett, both of (!ar-harJon, Julius E. Wright, Herman
and W. F. Buchanan, all of Tucumcari.
lie tired the Mick.
"I have tired the walking stick Ive
carried over forty years, on account
of a sore that resisted every kind
of treatment, until I fried Hueklen's
Arnica Halve; that nan healed the
sore and made me a happy man,"
writes John Uarrett, of North Mills,
N. C. Guaranteed fui piles, burns,
etc., by all dealers.
Alliu-querqu- e.

Piles get quick and certain relief
from Dr. Slump's Magic Ointment.
I'lease note It Is made alone for
1'iles, and its action Is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind idles disappear like magic by
Large nickel-cappe- d
glass
Its use.
Jars ,10 cents. Sold by all dealer.
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nnd iarilftli "paint vt nirn-rti..ii.M 1 i.ey me " I. It Murera"
do
topttlnit Wiinninhikiti, aitlm
Tti"i'rtMit nf orp ui anl b04iy. ht
known rt?if'r f r
ci'lil
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The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe ii co m
able from
v liiK'il"
t0..W..irt.u he start.

v nvuil.
nirt
ItfOTT CilEftaCAL

sec-lio-

i

needed

Dr. King's

lUxi Discovery

SERVICE

well-define-

Arrangements

breaking in

No

ANN

fort

SOU.

The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with,
:omfort.
City and return M0. 25. June
a siy us i
15 inclusive. Limit August

K1 mm
Mexico
8 to

M

31,

11107.

Norfolk, Va., ai.d return, 15 day limit, shoe that's
$58.75; sixty day, $72.90; season
absolutely
limit, Dec. 15th, J87.45.
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
for able tr.N
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo torn
.
ami return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 80. 1907. Return
4
limit Oct. 31, 1907.
5
T. E. PURDT, Agent.

COAL

iv,

$4.00

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
I8.B0
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$6.50
PER TON

)xfords,
y

$4.00
'

FOR CASH ONLY
AFTER MAY IS

S.

$3-- 5

ligh Shoes

WOOD
John

os, lira

tcttnt ail Blthtr,

Beaven

Let us fit you.

WFJI. CHAPLIN
ill Railroad Avanua
Thos. F. Keleber

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

PEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 000 Sanarc. Fer4
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks. Lasts Five Tears.
JAP-A-LA-

406 Wist Railroad Avanua

SOLD

2H

qoooooooooooo oooocoo

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE C1TT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
atoatcmomomom--

SPECIAL!

SPECIAL!

LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ei- changed.

AVE.

AT THE

m

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL EST AT
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldtne

A.

T.

WALKER,

INSURANCE

C

J S

Secretary Mutual Building As
tlon. Office at 217 West Rallre
avenue.

I N O I W. E. MAUGEP
WOOL

BY REQUEST

with Raube and Mauger
Office, us North First Be
AIJsrQl EIIQUE. N. If.
"Bal-Lunatic- s"

T ONIGII T
And the Remainder of the week with special

Sunday Matinee

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries. Provisions. Bit.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported 'Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders e
this line with us.
NORTH TH TJJ BT

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Bait Hns
a
Sausage Facuirv.
EJtflL KX1KNWOR7?
Masonlo Building. North Third PTrw
fcu-ar-

dt

2

Admission 15c and 25c
Reserved Seats at Matson's 35c

Sooooooooooooao

A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATst
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms

It

and

Altuo.utru.

Cromwell
Telephone Na 11V

14

ALBUQUERQUE

(PAGE EIGHT.

PERSONAL

It. K. Aldrloh, of
city.
rink open
milliliter: free.
M. I. KemiUMilcli
the tiny here.
Mrs. Harnett will
New York City.
Fred Otero was

Light Weight Shoes
GOOD many people are prevented from

A

using low shoes on account of weak
or swoolen ankles. To supply their
demand for cool and stylish footwear we l
had a line of shoes made that are as easy
as any Oxford.
Having light, hand turned soles and ex- it
tra soft Patent Kid or Vici Kid uppers' they (J
give free entrance to the air, make the foot fa
comfortable and look dainty. :: :: :: :: ::
fa
Patent Kid Shoes for Women $3.00 to $5.00 3
2.50 to 3.50
Vici Kid Shoes for Women
3.50 to 4.00
Patent Colt Shoes for Men
2.50 to 4.00
Vici Kid Shoes for Men
geo.

r. r.

hickox

w.

M)prally

(ifilltip.

Is In

tonight
or

ship to Mexico. While In th city he looooooof
visited c. A. Wright, assistant manager of the Harvey curio room.
L. t.. Shield, jumerlntenrient of the
Jemea Land grant, and Supervisor
Fenton. are down from Jetnei on
court business relative to the Jemei
grant.
W. R. Brown, division freight and
passenger agent of the Santa. Fe at
El Paso. Is in Denver attending the
meeting of the southwestern
rate
committee.
Miss
Wlnefred and (iladvs H.iv- den. duughters of A. W. Havden. are
visiting their sister, Mrs. Louis Mc- liae. at Magdalena. They remain
there a month.
Contractor A. W. Hayden has Just
completed the erection of the Alamo
hotel of Belen for Miss Bertha Rutst.
The hotel Is modern and has accom
modations for fifty guests;.
Miss Stella E. Sloan, a well known
young lady of Santa Fe. was stricken
If-- SJ
witn appendicitis Monday, necessitatn
ing an operation, which physicians
successfully performed yesterday.
H. W. Campbell, exponent of dry
farming, who was to have lectured
at tns Vegas last night, was obliged
to cut his visit to the Meadow City
short, and with his wife, left there
for the south last evening.
Vint Anderson, a well known sales
man for the Paoillc Surf Coast company of Los Angeles, left Albuquer- ine for OaUup kist night on train
Xo. 1. This was Mr. Anderson's first
visit to this city In five years.
Miss Mahelle Craig, the accom
plished young daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Cnlg. of 203 South Edith
street, will leave tonight for El Paso,
where she will visit her sister, Mrs.
A. Powell.
She will be absent from
the city about a month or six weeks.
Capt. David J Leahy, of East Las
Vegas, assistant I'nited States attor
ney, has gone to Washington. D. t .,
for the purpose of presenting to the
secretary of the interior and the reclamation service, the advisability of
the construction of a reservoir on
the Las Vegas land grant
HERMAN ZWEIGART
8
FOURTH Of JULY

the

Unites

TVralt.-i-

spent

le.ive tonight for

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

I

I

We Are Displaying
Hand Painted China
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

107.

We Have an Exceptional Showing

of

Summer Clothes

I

At Popular Prices

n
We have the three and
styles as
you may prefer, in a wide diversity of fabrics.
These are skeleton lined to match tiie cloth, with
the pockets "stayed" so they will not sag. The
fronts are interlined with canvas or haircloth to
give stability. The trousers have cuffs,
and side buckles and are made with an inclination toward the peg-to- p
effect, for Summer wear.
Especially good values are priced at
two-butto-

Spring Lamb

belt-loo-

$12

I

Pll

2 Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's

,

MARKET

In Santa Fe on
business yesterday.
1
M. It. Clurvln. of ('arlslcul.
an
X
Albuquerque visitor.
("harlen Seeifer. of IturlliiKtiin. Ia.,
in a late arrival In the t'ity.
W. T. lmgan. of Antler, I. T.,
Is In the city ir business.
'. M. Hryant. "f Ihs Vena
U un
jj 1
Albuquerque visitor today.
(5einre I,. Knot, of Peoria. III., is
a late arrival in the city.
1 1
.
A. Itrink Is In I.hs Vegan looking after business affairs.
V. H. Hahn departed for I.os An-les last night on business.
C H. Sporledy. of Las Vegas, is In
the city on a business mission.
Mi" Carri" Vigil, of Monmouth,
III., is-- visiting Albuguerque friends.
Attorney II. H. Fergusson Is spending the day at the territorial capital.
Mrs- - J. H. Mi'Camman will
leave
for her home In Galeshurg. III., tonight.
.S. F. Keller anil wife, of Hillshoro,
X. M., are visiting friends in Albuquerque.
John T. Excise, of Hartford, Conn.,
arrived In Albuquerque today to make
his home.
Mrs. Amailo Chaves and children
returned from a visit to Santa Fe
last night.
PROPRIETOR
H
8 1
James Darnell, of Mascoutah, Ky..
is In the city, the guest of friends in
IfKA 5.
Dhnnn IDC Q V
AT TRACTION PARK Q MIIIU
Ct UU- -I
old town.
r"UII0 IUJ g
g
David M. White, a Santa Fe civil
engineer, was In Albuquerque yesThe Fourth of July will be cele I OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOQ
tenlay.
true American fashion at I
brated
The soliciting committee for the Traction In park,
to the plans
twenty-sevent- h
territorial fair wants already arrangedaccording
by Manager (
to see you.
of the Albuquerque Traction
Mrs. H. C. Shoup has gone to San companv.
Diego, where she will make an ex- The Gentlemen's Driving club will
tended visit.
hold a race meet In the afternoon, for
Mrs. John H. Kirby, of Santa Fe. which admittance fee will be charged iff i
.
s.1
l f 'm
gone
to
has
Cleveland, Ohio, to spend and a number of good racing animals
will compete for honors.
the summer.
115-11- 7
At night the Traction company has
Attorney X. B. Field went to Santa
Fe this morning, accompanied
by arranged for a concert by the Ameribe
Betwoen
Company
can
band
and
Lumber
Miss Xlna Otero.
selections there will be a dis
The rooms and hallway above the tween
play of fireworks.
I'ttion market on (old avenue are
Several local base ball organizations
being remodelled.
are making arrangements with the
Ruth M. Willard and Xlna E street railway company for a ball
Iiiiison of San Mateo, were visitors game to be played at the park on
in the city yesterday.
Fourth of July morning.
M. S. Florence, a well known sheep
man of Slelgman. Ariz., is in the city
White hoes are stylish and look nr1
accompanied by his wire.
You
dainty, but they soil easily.
Richard Baxter and family, who need something that cleans them per
quickly.
In
fectly
words.
other
and
have been visiting the Valley ranch
you want Blanco or Quick White, 10,
have returned to Albuquerque.
Charles Martin, of Antlers, I. T.. 15 and 2! cent packages, at C. May's
arrived this afternoon for tt brief Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad ave
nue.
visit in this city with friends.
Hon. A. J. Frank, the well known
For a mild, easy action of the
mining engineer. Is In the city from
bowels, a single dose of Doan's Reg-ulet- s
Algodones on mining business.
enough. Treatment cures haMrs. J. A. Wood and
daughter. bitual isconstitpation.
25 cents a box.
Miss Laura, of Santa Fe. are In Las Ask
your druijgist for them.
'
Vegas, the guests of friends.
L.
manager
Murphy,
of
the
I.
iim.i. sl'xdvv.
santa
John Finnegan company, left for i fkbaskknti;ai.
vs. Mcintosh
Paso on business last night.
imowNs.
Rev. W. H. Dye, of Santa Fe. passed through the city yesterday
en
NvTKT':.
route to Socorro to oftlciute ut a wedA. lllnsras has sold
his general
ding.
merchandise stock at Atrisco, N. M.,
Mrs. M. C. Rosenfleld and daughAntonio P. Baca, who will conter, Edna, arrived from St. Joseph to
All owing Mr.
tinue In business.
last niijhl to visit Mrs. L. (.. Rosen- - Gingras
will please settle. All holdfield.
ing accounts against him to date will
Miss Maggie Daugherty. of Folsom. be paid by him.
All accounts from
X. M., passed through the city yesdate n will be paid by Mr.
terday en route to Las Vegas to visit tills
H ica.
friends.
A. CI NO HAS,
Brains,
The
A. F. BACA.
Infant child of
Manager Chadbourne of the Albuquerque Traction company. Is recovering from a dangerous illness.
J. A. Kasenian. a local business
man. Is spending the day In Domingo, X. M., attending to business inLadies' and Men's Clothing CleanBUY MERRITT'S
terests.
ed. Pressed
Men's
and Repaired.
Mrs. Thomas P. Cable, of Santa Fe, Suits made to order. All work guarwill pass through Albuquerque Sun- reasonable.
day euroute to Los Angeles to spend anteed. Prices
lOS N Flrat St.
the summer.
Charles H. Safford, territorial tiav- eling auditor. Is in the city today,
OPENED
having arrived here this morning
from tin- - south.
W. R. Chllders. the local attorney,
who went to (iillup several clays ago
to look after the Page suit, returned
212 W. Silver Ave.
home this morning.
have tried the rest why
"You
R. W. Elstun, claim adjuster for
tile coast lines, vho lias been here not sfet the J$e.st" at Shaws.
on business departed for Winslow,
Arizona, last night.
J. H. Sherman, forest guard in the.
Manzauo national forest, with headquarters at Tajique, is In Albuquer-- I
que on business today.
Slainpini; Done to Order.
Materials for
Capt. R. A. Ford, a former resl-- I
dent of Silver City, but now residing
A
In Chicago, has
to New
returned
Mexico to make his home.
R. D. Lester, a popular traveling
M. C Wilson
224 W. Gold
man, who makes his headquarters Mrs.
here, came in from the south this
morning on train Xo. 10.
Miss Iilond Cooper, of Sliver City,
was in Albuquerque list night, en
route to Springfield, III., where she
The Railroad Avenue Optician
is called by the serious Illness of her
1

maynaro

MAY

MEAT

i:TiiKit niu:c.MT.
'ilo.. Jump 6.
ami Frlilny,

THL'IlKD.ir,

HIGHLAND

PAH A (J H A PUS
iKMiver.
fall- - tiuilKht

CITIZEN.

EVENING

1

$15

$18

SIMON STF.RN

1

ps

1

$20
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'Hud-bour-

The

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

CO.

D

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
The Arch Front
South Second St.

I

i

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North rirtt St.

The

J.

WATER
COOLERS

The busiest drug store between Denver ami Los Angeles. We have
recently refitted our Ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a sitting- The best of everything In our line.

f

BRILLIANT CUT GLASS
H. E. Fox. Secretary and Manager.

Plumbers

32

W.R.R. Ave.

CO.

Tinners

Line of

SIR!

Refrig-

erators

Savin
Ice Pads

None Better
2C

Roasts

Morelli, the Tailor

JJRST

Ice

Cream
Freezers

Steaks

7

want.
Just what you

CREAMERY BUTTER

need.

SHAWS BAKERY

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

EIEI

FANCY DRY GOODS

FRPVH

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamond. Watches, Jewelry, Cut CUs. Clock
your trade and guarantee A SQCA K DEAL.

AVE.

Silverware.

We invite

lather.

Eyes Examined Free
1 14 Railroad Avenue

William E. Cray, a prominent cat- tlemaii of (Jueratero. Mexico, arrived
here this morning from the south.
He will leave tonight for Los An-- !
geles. w here he s to purchase some
tine California, cattle, which he will

Mr.

A.

NCItSE.

II. Meyer,

Wig

ALBUQUERQUE,

BELL'S
South Third

the

GIELITZ

For Appearance
Priced

Trousers

on

ST.

RATTPB CQ$i
w

shoes
mOur Specially

You

N. T. Arraijo

lo

a New Pair.

122 South Second

5

The IDEAL SHOE STORE

S02 Weat Railroad Avenue. Phone 131

Leoa Hertzog,

Manager

214 West Railroad Ave.

v
aah.

is

TAILOR

Wholesale Distributors

o

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Roon 7.

Building.

Eastman Kodaks

R GUAR A N T E E

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Cold

lonaDie ana umeiv

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.11

Maker of

the Market

You may buy a pair of Dutchess Trousers and wear them
two months. For every suspender button that comes off we
will pay you Ten Cents. If they rip at the waist band we 'will
pay you Fifty Cents.
If they rip in the seat or elsewhere, we will pay you One Dol-

lar or Give

for fash- -

footwear.

uni
iliiilum
m
Direct Ftom the Factory

iiuuii uii

Is tne PIac

Ladles' and Gentlemen's

Best Medium

O TJ

S

&htoe

Store

?I
&

Ideal

New Location

Fine Clothes

The

JJj Ufie

LIVERY

424 NORTH SECOND
TELEPHONE 43

"Walkover Shoes Make the Feet Glad."

For Service

N. M.

i

nuv

Newest
and Latest.

2

New Supply of

C. H. Cams, O. D.

mm

gjj The Season's

JUST RECEIVED

FANCY WORK

r
TV4

Just what you

JUST

j

Water

MOWERS

Beef Tenderloins
Pork Tenderloins

ld

White

most
complete
in the city

LAWN

IVlcormick Jtiar vesters and mowers

Sweetbreads

is the

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

KVNS4.S GITY

j

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Railroad and Copper Ave., Teh 74

TREE PRUNERS

-

AN ELEGANT LINE Of LIBBEY'S

HARDWARE

V:

NORTH FIRST STREET

ft.

O'RIELLY DRUG CO.

THE WAGNER

;r

ui

Refrigerators. Garden Hose, Garden Tools

All Kinds of Indian and Moxlcan Goods. Th Chaapast
Plaeo to buy Navajo Blankets and Uaxlean Drawn Work
Mall Orttaru Carafully and Promptly rillad.

M.

iu

s

Supplies Finishing for Amateur. I
in Ividakj tree.

HAW LEY

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

On the Corner

The Leading Stationer.

Wm. CHAPLIN
FINE

O Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer.
- - -

FOOTWEAR

Agents l'or

R.R

AND

fcOUGHT.

SOLO

EXCHANSEO

Asioalallaa Offlo
I
Transactions
Gaaraotaao

ROSENFIHO'S,

Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

rLORSHEIM SHOES
121 R. R. Ave.
TICKETS

Cost

Write
nrmt.vl

lt.'AOt,It.,4Q.,Itr.MM.

rfrti rr..t

Yjsr
Albuqutrque, Hem Maxloo

IIBW.R, R.Ayi
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